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(ABSTRACT)

Thinning from above and below were compared using an

economic optimizing dynamic program, FORTE (Arthaud 1986).

Economically optimal (net present value maximizing) thinning

regime and rotation age were determined for benchmark eco-

nomic and model inputs. Sensitivity of net present value and

optimal management regime were tested for varying interest

rates (6 or 8%), site indexes (50, 60 and 70, base 25 years),

fixed and variable thinning costs, planting density (440, 680

and 910 trees per acre), stumpage prices and thinning type.

Given the same assumptions, thinning from below consistantly

provided the higher net present value for the optimal regime

than thinning from above. For the benchmark assumptions,

both thinning types had two thinnings in their optimal re-

gimes. Optimal rotation age and thinning timings occur later

when thinning from above. Both thinning types provided
8

higher net present values than not thinning under all condi-

tions except pulpwood management.
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ICHAPTER 1.INTRODUCTIONLoblolly
pine ( Pinus taeda ) is the most important

commercial southern timber type. The South contains about

two-fifths of the commercial timberlands in the United States
(U.S.D.A. 1982). The area is the most important supplier of

pulpwood and nearly equal to the Pacific Coast in supplying

softwood lumber, veneer and plywood.

Loblolly pine will grow in a wide variety of soils

throughout the Coastal Plains and Piedmont, from Delaware to

eastern Texas, with the Appalachian Mountains acting as E1

northern and western boundary to its range (U.S.D.A. 1965).

More efficient approaches to managing this resource are

needed. Specifically, what is the best economic rotation

age, planting density, number of thinnings, timing of

thinnings, level of thinnings, and type of thinning? This

study deals primarily with thinning type, and more specif-

ically thinning from above (high thinning) versus thinning

from below (low thinning) in loblolly pine plantations.

Current shifts in timber-holding* purposes away from

strategic to financial has placed an increasing importance

on maintaining the optimal economic management regime for the

given physical and economic conditions. Some of the earlier

loblolly' pine management research Ihas assumed conditions

Chapter 1. Introduction 1
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current at the time, and has ignored changing economic con-

i

ditions.

Once determined, economic values for thinning from above

and thinning from below can be compared. Economic comparison

between the two types of thinning implies weighing the rela-

tive benefits of receiving a higher early income when ·

thinning from above versus higher income from the final har-

vest when thinning from below.

Chapter 1. Introduction
•
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OBJECTIVES

The primary goal of this study was to compare the eco-

nomics of thinning from above and thinning from below in

loblolly pine plantations on cutover sites under a wide va-

riety of economic and biological conditions. Specifically,
' the objectives were to:

1. Estimate and contrast optimal (for thousands of possi-

bilities) planting densities for various thinning strat-

egies.

2. Estimate and contrast optimal thinning timings and in-

tensities and final harvest ages.

3. Test sensitivity of optimal management to economic and

end product price assumptions. _

4. Compare results from high thinning with the results from

low thinning and no thinning.

5. Present a method for efficiently determining optimal

management strategy as conditions change.

Chapter 1. Introduction 3



J
CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature for this study was reviewed in five major areas;

l)Planting density, 2)Thinning from below, 3)Thinning from

above, 4)Optimization techniques, 5)Growth models.

PLANTING DENSITY

Spacing studies have shown that number of trees planted

per acre influences future stand state. Shepard (1974)

tested loblolly pine plantation spacings of 4x4 feet, 6x6

feet, 6x8 feet, 8x8 feet, and l0x10 feet. When checked at

age 23, the l0'x10' stands had eleven times more sawtimber

than the 4'x4' stands and three times more sawtimber than the

the next closest spacing, 8'x8'. The 10'xl0' stands also had

the largest cordwood volume. Other studies have shown simi-

lar results, that wider spacings provide more merchantable

volume, less total volume, more sawtimber, less mortality

loss, less basal area, and larger diameter trees (Hansbrough

et al. 1964, Wakely 1970, Harms and Lloyd 1982).

By providing larger diameter trees and more sawtimber,

studies have shown higher values for wider spaced plantations

(Bennett 1963, Wakely 1968, Broderick 1978, Broderick et al.

1982). Shepard (1974) found l0'x10' spacing to provide the

highest valued unthinned stand at age 23. The 10'x10' spac-

Chapter 2. Literature review 4



1
ing had more sawtimber at age 23 than stands thinned to 300 I
trees/acre at age 11. As pulp prices rose relative to

sawtimber prices, the value of the stands vüiüx narrower
V

spacing approached that of wider spacings. Harms and Ldoyd

(1982) found at age 20, 12x12 feet spacings had 14% larger

diameters than 10xl0 feet and 58% larger diameters than 6x6

feet spacings.

THINNING FROM BELOW

The recommended number of thinnings in a rotation has

varied. Most of the biological based studies have dealt with

more than one thinning. Ackerman (1928) tested thinning in

loblolly pine every 7 years starting at 17 years. Andrulot

et al. (1972) tested 1,2,4, and 5 thinnings in a 53 year pe-

riod. Biologically, it seems preferable to remove trees of-

ten, concentrating on trees which would die before the next
thinning treatment (Feduccia and Mosier 1977). In this way,

volume of the stand over the rotation can be maximized.

Economically, single thinnings have typically been re-

commended (Shepard 1974, Broderick 1978, Thurmes 1980,

Broderick et al. 1982). Single thinning usually occurs be-
I

tween the ages of 15 and 25 years. Shepard (1974)

recom-mendedsingle thinning normally, but in areas of high glaze _

damage potentials, two thinnings of lighter intensity were

recommended. U (

Chapter 2. Literature review 5



Timing of thinnings is related to either crown closure

or movement of diameters into product classes. Thinning in

the first 8 years is inefficient, producing limby trees with

large crowns and more taper (Shepard 1973). By the time the

stand reached 18 years, diameter growth and spacing were not

correlated. Chapman (1953) recommended removing 50% of crown

cover when competition for soil moisture and root space be-

came large. Hardie (1977) recommended thinning at ages 30

and 35 using net present value (NPV) maximization as the ob-

jective. Other recent thinning economics studies have re-

commended thinning at 20 or 25 years, depending on site index

(Broderick 1978, Thurmes 1980, Broderick et al. 1982).

Level of thinning depends on stocking before thinning,

ability of the stand to occupy the site after thinning, and

product desirability. Chapman (1953) found that stagnation

and shortening of crowns occurred in loblolly pine stands

with basal areas greater than 120 sq. ft. and that the high-
’

est level of sustainable basal area (saturated) was 155 sq.

ft. Thinning to 75 or 80 square feet per acre was recom-

mended. Hardie (1977) found thinning 1/3 of the stand to be

economically preferable to not thinning. Smith and Hafley

(1986) reported that increasing the thinning intensity

re-ducedstand yield at harvest while increasing mean annual
‘

increment (cu.ft.). Foil et al. (1964) applied thinning at

14 years and found that more intense thinning decreased

meanannualincrement (cords). Broderick et al. (1982) showed

Chapter 2. Literature review 6
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that NPV was not very sensitive to level of thinning between

20 and 50 percent volume removal.

Different rotation ages have been recommended for

loblolly pine plantations. Broderick et al. (1982), based

on NPV, have recommended the shortest rotation ages, 20 years

for pulpwood and 25 or 30 for multiple products. Higher site

indexes had shorter optimal rotation lengths. Ir1 other

studies, Shepard (1974) recommended 35 year rotation lengths,

while Hardie (1977) and Alig et al. (1981) recommended 40

years.

Nelson (1969) reported that Volumes from thinned and

unthinned stands differ little, so costs, prices and discount

rates are more important than, biological considerations.

Flick (1985) showed that a site index (SI) 60 stand <of

loblolly pine harvested at age 30 would have returned an

internal rate of return (IRR) of 4.4% and an NPV of $43 (4%

interest rate), assuming harvest values of June, 1980. If

the harvest value were based on price 8 months earlier, the

same stand would have provided an IRR of 6.0% and an NPV of

$238. Net present value with fixed prices is very stable

over differing rotation lengths in thinned stands, so market

rates for timber should play a dominant role in harvesting

decisions (Flick et al. 1980). This downplaying of biology

can also be found in an earlier paper in which Bull (1941)

recommended that four areas be considered in thinning deci-

sions: financial status of owner, market value of the

Chapter 2. Literature review 7
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thinning removals, future values of the end product and stand

location and accessibility.

Diameter growth—increases on residual trees help to

justify thinning as a tool to increase the economic value of

the stand. Typically, mean diameters for thinned stands are

20 to 30% greater than unthinned stands (Ackerman 1928, Foil

et al. 1964, Andrulot 1972, Goebel et al. 1974, Balmer et al.

1975). On old—fie1d stands of loblolly pine, diameter growth

rate decreased significantly at about age 23-25 in fully

stocked stands (Chapman 1953). Zahner (1960) found that

wider spaced trees left after a thinning had diameter growth

into late fall while unthinned plots ceased diameter growth ‘

~ by mid-summer.

There is no consensus on stand density and stand height

relationships. Some studies (Shepard 1974, Balmer et al.

1975, Harms and Lloyd 1985) showed that wider planting

spacings (10'x10' and 12‘x12') yielded trees with codominant

and dominant heights from 3-10% taller and average heights

9-25% taller than narrow spacings (4'x4' and 6'x6').

Thinning to lower stand density did not seem to significantly

affect dominant stand. height and. increased. average stand

height slightly (Foil et al. 1964, Andrulot et al. 1972,

Goebel et al. 1974). I
Studies have found that thinning increases stand

I

sawtimber volume (Andrulot 1972, Burton and Shoulders 1974). I
cordwood volume doesn't seem to be affected significantly by I

Chapter 2. Literature review 8 :I
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thinning (Wakely 1968, Goebel et al. 1974). Chapman (1953)

reported higher cord Volumes on thinned stands, while Somberg

auxi Haas (1971) reported lower Volumes. Thinning decreases

total cubic foot production according to Burton and Shoulders

(1974). Goebel et al. (1974) reported equal cubic foot vol-

umes for thinned and unthinned stands. Andrulot (1972) and

Feduccia and Mosier (1977) reported. higher Volumes from

thinned stands, mostly due to their multiple thinning regimes

that capture some of the mortality.

THINNING FROM ABOVE

Gingrich (1983) suggested that high thinning in southern

forests might sometimes be economically preferable tx: low

thinning. Unfortunately, limited data are available for high

thinning in loblolly· pine. Economic analysis comparing

thinning from above and thinning from below in loblolly pine

does not exist.

On even—aged second-growth loblolly-shortleaf pine

stands in Arkansas and Louisiana, little difference was found

in cubic foot wood production between stands thinned from
' below and stands thinned from above (Bassett 1966, Burton

1968, Burton 1979). However, sawtimber production at 35

years was much higher for stands thinned from below. Burton

(1979) showed the diameter distributions for various high and

low thinning regimes. By age 45, the percent of trees in the

Chapter 2. Literature review 9



sawtimber class was less for the stand thinned from above.

Burton (1977) compared. pole production in loblolly· pine —

stands at age 45 and found thinning from above produced more

poles while thinning from below produced longer poles with

higher individual pole values and higher total value.

Mann (1952) found that old-field stands thinned from

above had slower annual growth rates in cords than stands

thinned from below; In planted stands on abandoned fields

i11 Georgia's IPiedmont, Belanger· and Brender (1968) found

higher cubic foot annual growth rates in stands thinned from

below than in stands thinned from above. Their results may

reflect the fact that glaze storms had more severely damaged

the stands thinned from above.

In a study of multiple thinning, Kennedy (1961) applied

.both low and high thinning to stands at age 20. Trees in both

· thinning types were selected as crop trees to be held to ro-

_ tation age. At age 30, the stands were thinned again. In high

thinning, only 29% of the trees chosen as crop trees in the

first thinning were again chosen as crop trees in the second

thinning. Crop trees from the first thinning were chosen as

98% of the crop trees in the second low thinning. This sug-

gests that selection of other than dominant trees for final

crop trees may be inadvisable. Because loblolly pine is

classified as an intolerant species, trees held back consid-

erably may lack the Vigor to respond well to release.

Chapter 2. Literature review 10



W
OPTIMIZATIONMETHODSi

Most thinning research in the past has used a limited

set of field trials to help provide data for aiding in forest

management decisions. Economic analysis was simply applied

to each of the tested regimes to provide management direc-

tion. The advent of computer simulation of forest growth and

yield has greatly expanded the analytical possibilities.

Chappelle and Nelson (1964) used za marginal analysis

technique to obtain optimal management practices in loblolly

pine. They simultaneously determined optimal thinning regime

and rotation age. The technique used is not applicable to

problems where either growth models or value functions

produce difficult if not impossible partial differentiation.

Enumerative simulation has been used in loblolly pine

to provide comparison between alternative management prac-

tices (Broderick 1978, Thurmes 1980, Broderick et al. 1982).

All regimes of interest are simulated and then compared to

determine the "best " solution among the choices.

Bullard et al. (1985) discussed the use of a random _

search algorithm to estimate optimal thinning regime and ro-

tatidn age in.udxed-species timber stands. Simple random

search selects possible regimes randomly, i11 an attempt to

find one within a desired upper region of the NPV probability

density function. Multistage random search uses past trials

Chapter 2. Literature review 11



to help narrow the region in which the optimum may exist.
i

Future trials are then selected within the region.

Dynamic programming (DP) is a mathematical programming

technique which attempts to find the optimal path in a de-

fined network. Most dynamic programming problems look at a

discrete set of possibilities. In such cases, dynamic pro-

gramming estimates the optimum rather than finding the true

optimum. The network is structured using stand states to

describe the attributes of the stand, and stages to provide

a time frame or horizontal element to the network.

Figure 1 illustrates aa 2 state deséiptor dynamic pro-

gramming problem. Each of the nodes (circles) represents a

unique combination of stand age and basal are, the two state

descriptors. The top half of the node shows an identifica-

tion number for reference purposes. Th; lower half shows the

stand basal area in square feet per acre. Stand age is re-

presented by the time line on top of the network.

The objective of this problem is to maximize the rota-

tion start net present value for one rotation of the stand.

Clearcutting will be at age 25, represented by the terminal

node (11). Node 1 is the starting node of the network, when

the stand was planted (year O).

Paths connect the nodes. In this example, the paths

move in a left to right direction representing forward

recursion„ The dollar value alongside each path represents
i

the rotation start NPV associated with taking that path.

Chapter 2. Literature review 12
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I
Positive values signify that a thinning occurred at the age

of the ending node of the path. A zero value indicates there

was no thinning at the ending node.

The basal area removed in a thinning can lxa determined

by subtracting the residual basal area at the ending node

from the basal area that would have existed without thinning.
‘ For example, the path 1-3 represents a thinning with aua NPV

of $20. The stand would have had 65 sq. ft. of basal area

if unthinned (node 2). Node 3 has 50 sq. ft. of basal area,

so 15 sq. ft. of basal area was removed. In a similar fash-

ion, the path 1-4 represents a thinning of 30 sq. ft. of basal

area at age 10 (65 - 35 sq. ft. of basal area).

Dynamic programming involves disection of the network

into single stage problems. Stage 1 contains only one node,

so it requires no optimization. Stage 2 (nodes 2, 3, and 4)

involves finding the highest NPV path entering each node.

Since there is only one path entering each of these nodes,

the best paths are the only paths and are indicated by the

solid arrows. The accumulated values (NPV) are simply the

thinning values, since node 1 (beginning node for each of the

paths leading into stage 2) has no value. The value of the

nodes in stage 2 are $0 for node 2, $20 for node 3, and $40

for node 4.

At stage 3 we see that node 2 would grow from 65 sq.

ft. of basal area to 110 sq. ft. of basal area if unthinned

(path 2-5). Alternately, it could be thinned at age 15 to

Chapter 2. Literature review 14
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either 85 sq. ft. of basal area (path 2-6) or 60 sq. ft. of

basal area (path 2-7). Finding the best path to node 5 is

easy since there is only one path entering it (2-5) with a

$0 value ($0 + $0).

Node 6 has two paths entering it, 2-6 and 3-6. Path 2-6

has a value of $60 ($0 + $60) and path 3-6 has a value of $20

($20 from node 3 + $0). The best path coming into node 6 is

2-6 and that path is then marked as best with a solid arrow.

An accumulated value of $60 is stored at node 6.

Node 7 is reached through 3 paths. Path 2-7 has a higher

value ($0 4- $80) than path 3-7 ($20 + $50) or path 4-7 ($40

+ $0).

Stage 4 is solved in a manner similar to stage 3. The

highest accumulated value for node 8 is $0 from node 5. The

highest value for node 9 is $60 from node 6 ($60 + $0). The

path 6-10 provides the highest value, $90 ($60 + $30) for

node 10. .
The clearcut age of 25 years is reached ixx stage 5.

Clearcut values are shown on the paths leading into node 11.

The best path is 9-11 with an accumulated NPV of $210 ($60 +

$150). The other paths had values of $200 for 8-11 ($0 +

$200) and $190 for 10-11 ($90 + $100).

The management regime that yielded the $210 NPV can then

be found by reading back through the network following the

solid arrows. The best path was 1-2-6-9-11. The regime re-

presented by that path is plant at year 0 (node 1), no removal

Chapter 2. Literature review 15



B
at age 10 (node 2), removal of 25 basal area at 15 years (node

6), no removal at age 20 (node 9) and a clearcut at 25 years.

Applications of dynamic programming to forest management

decisions first began appearing in the late 1950's and the

1960’s. (Arimizu 1958, Hool 1965, Schreuder 1968, Amidon and

Akin 1968). One of the first examples of formulating El dy-

namic program applied to thinning can be found in Johnson

(1961). He wasn't sure if the type of problem structure was

valid and didn't try to solve the problem.

Hool (1965) discussed the use of stand condition as a

probabilistic element to aid, in, dynamic programming for

woodland management. Others have used dynamic programming

to determine optimal forest acreage cutting practices

(Schreuder 1968), volume stocking (Amidon EHKi Akin 1968),

most economical thinning practices (Brodie and Kao 1979),

stand volume maximization (Martin and Ek 1981), to compare

volume and value maximization practices (Riitters et al

1982), control mountain beetle attack (Haight et al. 1985a)

and determine value of hardwood removal (Valsta and Brodie

1985).

States used in dynamic programming contain information

which describes the stand and allow for predicting future

development of the stand. State descriptors are used to

solve for the best paths leading to each possible state in a

stage. State descriptors usually use "neighborhood storage

locations" (Brodie and Kao 1979) in comparing stands. For

Chapter 2. Literature review 16
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example, assume a dynamic programming algorithm uses 2 state

descriptors: stand age and trees per acre. If the trees per

acre state descriptor had an interval width of 10 trees per

acre centered on every 10 trees per acre, a stand 20 years

old with 108 trees/acre would be considered the same as a

stand 20 years old with 112 trees/acre. If the dynamic pro-

gramming algorithm was designed to maximize NPV, the stand

with the highest accumulated NPV at 20 years would be stored

at the node desédbed by the state descriptors 20 years and

110 trees/acre.

Amidon and Akin (1968) using stand age and volume and

Schreuder (1968) using stand age and acreage are two examples

of early studies using 2 state descriptor algorithms. Brodie

and Kao (1979) used a 3 state descriptor algorithm (stand

age, basal area, and number of trees/acre) to optimize

thinning in Douglas-fir. Others have worked with 4 state

descriptor dynamic programs, adding stand type (Valsta and

Brodie 1985), thinning type (Haight et al. 1985b) or time

since last thinning (Riitters et al. 1982) to the basic 3

descriptor dynamic program.

To use dynamic programming, the problem must conform to

the "principle of optimality" (Bellman and Dreyfuss 1962) or

"memoryless" condition. Basically, this requires that a

multistage network formulation can be decomposed into E1 se-

ries of single stage problems such that decisions made at

earlier stages remain optimal at later stages. In the exam-

Chapter 2. Literature review 17



ple used earlier, the stand chosen optimal at age 20 (108 or

112 trees/acre) must remain the more desirable of the two
' thinning regimes when clearcut at a later date.

‘ The choice of forward or backward recursions to solve a

dynamic programming problem depends on the individual prob-

lem. Recursion deals with the direction of flow through the

network of the optimization procedure. The network in Figure

1 was solved using the forward recursion technique. Starting

the optimization procedure from node 11 and moving to the

left would be backward recursion and would yield the same

optimal path.

Forward recursion builds the network to a stage using

information from the previous stage. Forward recursion fol-

lows the direction of stand growth and has been found pref-

erable when changing rotation age ix; desired. The optimal

stand fitting a node description can then be chosen, provid-

ing the highest valued stand for future stages. The next

stage is then formed from the states of the current stage.

The process continues until the final stage is reached or a

set objective is achieved.

Backward recursion was used in earlier studies (Amidon

and Akin 1968) and will provide the same answers as forward

recursion and define the new optimal path should deviation

from the optimal path occur (Hann et al. 1983). Backward

recursion moves from right to left in a network. The final

stage of the network is the starting point of the backward

Chapter 2. Literature review
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recursive process. The states of the final stage are deter-

mined through building the entire network first. To evaluate—

different rotation ages in a backward formulation requires a

separate run of the dynamic program starting at each final

stage (rotation age). For thinning problems, forward

recursion is more efficient because the joint optimization

of thinning and rotation can be solved by one run which con- ”

siders the option of clearcutting (100% thin) at each node.

Dynamic programming is more fully described in Bellman and

Dreyfuss (1962), Nemhauser (1966), Schreuder (1968), Chen et

al. (1980), and Dykstra (1984).

GRONTH MODELS

Three major_types of growth and yield models have been

used in dynamic programming: whole stand, diameter distrib-

ution and individual tree simulation. A11 three types are

capable of predicting growth before and after thinning.

Whole stand models, fit by regression methods, are com-

putationally quick and easy to use. Coile and Schumacher

(1964) and Burkhart et al. (1972) are two of the most widely

used loblolly pine regression equation growth and yield mod-

els. Equations can be used to predict average height of

dominant and codominant trees, surviving trees/acre, mean

tree diameter, stand volume, basal area, and other stand-
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attributes. These types of models have limited appli-
cation for thinning and product differentiation.

Amidon and Akin (1968) used a whole stand growth model

with dynamic programming to maximize soil rent on a loblolly

pine volume control problem. Their optimal path present

value differed by less than .02% from the optimal path found

by Chapelle and Nelson (1964) using marginal analysis.

Diameter distribution models partition the total number

of trees in the stand into diameter classes. The diameter

distribution is commonly described by a probability density

function, either the beta probability function or the Weibull

function. Burkhart and Strub (1974) and Feduccia et al.

(1979) are two examples of diameter distribution models.

PCWTHIN (Burk et al. 1984) is a diameter distribution growth

and yield model for old—fie1d loblolly pine plantations which

is available for use on a personal computer. It is based on

the mainframe program WTHIN (Cao et al. 1982) and contains

options for low thinning, row thinning, "average" thinning,

and a combination low/row thinning. Thinning data for this

model is from low thinned plots.

Valsta and Brodie (1985) combined the PCWTHIN model with

a hardwood model (Burkhart and Sprinz 1984) to analyze the

economics of hardwood removal. The Weibull function was used

to describe the diameter distribution and provided for dif-

ferentiation of product classes based on tree diameters. The

dynamic programming algorithm used forward recursion and 4
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state descriptors: age, basal area, number of trees and type

of stand (pure pine or pine/hardwood mix). State intervals

were 5 years, 10 sq.ft./acre basal area, and 10 trees/acre.

Daniels and. Burkhart (1975) developed. the individual
tree simulation program PTAEDA for old—field loblolly pine

plantations. It is a stochastic model, requiring multiple

runs to give a stable estimate of mean volume and other stand

attributes. Low thinning, row thinning, GI a combination

thinning are available in PTAEDA. Because each tree is grown

individually as a function of size characteristics and com-

petition. froua neighbors, individual tree models have the

greatest potential for simulating different thinning types

(including high thinning).

Types of individual tree simulators are distance de-

pendent and distance independent. Individual tree-distance

dependent models like PTAEDA have not been used in dynamic

programming. This is due to the stochastic nature of the

model and the amount of calculations and data storage needed

to use the model with dynamic programming. Stone and Ek

(1985) have developed a dynamic programming algorithm that

uses a multi—species distance independent model. Haight et

al. (1985a) used the LPSIM (Dahms 1983) simulator to optimize

thinning treatment and rotation age in lodgepole pine. Cur-

rently, a distance independent. individual tree xmodel for

loblolly pine does not exist.
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CHAPTER 3. PROCEDURES

Growth and yield equations are from data generated by a

revised. version of PTAEDA2 (unpublished), a cutover-site

edition of the individual-tree loblolly pine plantation

growth simulator PTAEDA (Daniels and Burkhart 1975). Once

formed, the equation parameters are entered into EORTE

(Arthaud 1986), an interactive program for determining opti-

mal management regimes in even-aged stands, using dynamic

programming. Changes in economic assumptions can quickly be

simulated and sensitivity to the changes determined.

The optimal management regime is that which maximizes

rotation—start present value. For one rotation, net present

value is (NPV): '

. n Rt n Ct (1)NPV = --———-E- — ····j·{·
t=0 (1+1) t=0 (1+1)

where: NPV = Single rotation net present value
t = Year of cost or revenue.

Rt = Revenue occurring in year t
Ct = Cost occurring in year t.

n = Rotation length.
1 = Interest rate.

Single rotation present values (equation 1) are used to com-

pare stands with the same rotation age and are converted to

infinite series present values (equation 2) to compare the
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highest value stands with differing rotation lengths. Infi-

nite series present value (NPV or SEV) is calculated from

the single rotation NPV as:

r 1SBV = NPV lj (2)

Infinite series present values are used because comparisons

made with single rotation present values would not maximize

present value and would yield longer-than-optimal rotation

lengths.

BEVISED PTA§DAg GROWT5 SIMULATOB

Since field data on thinning from above in loblolly pine

is inadequate to formulate optimization, it was necessary to

use a growth and yield model which was capable of simulating

the impacts of such thinnings. PTAEDA2 can simulate indi-

vidual tree growth given any tree removal criterion. A com-

petition index is used to indicate relative competition for

each tree. This index is based on diameter of the tree of

interest, diameter of competing trees, distance to competing

trees, and number of competing trees. Through incorporating

individual tree dynamics, the response of the model can ap-

proximate that in the forest.
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Table l. Variables used i11 the thinning routine

equations.

VI = Volume per acre removed (cubic feet). ·

Vb = Volume per acre before thinning (cubic feet).
Br = Basal area per acre removed (sq. ft.)

Bb = Basal area per acre before thinning (sq. ft.).

I Nr = Number of stems per acre removed.
Nb = Number of stems per acre before thinning.

SCi = The standardized competition value for the ith tree.
Ci = Individual tree competition index for the ith tree.
C = Mean stand competition index.

CS = The standard deviation of competition indexes.
SDi = The standardized deiameter for the ith tree.
Di = Individual tree diameter for the ith tree.
D = Arithmetic mean stand diameter.
DS = The standard deviation of diameters.
Bi = Individual tree basal area (ft2/ac.) for the ith tree.
n = number of trees per acre in stand.

Dq = Stand quadratic mean diameter.

Dqr = Quadratic mean diameter of trees removed.

SDr = The standardized diameter for the trees removed.
DVi = The deviation of individual tree standardized

diameter of ith tree from the standardized diameter
of the trees removed. 1

X = The value for choosing trees to be removed. {
l
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It was necessary to develop a routine which would allow

high thinning in the PTAEDA2 model. The routine had to pro-

vide a consistent method of removal. Table 1 shows the var-

iables which will be used in defining the thinning routine.

A function that relates percent of trees removed to basal

area removed was derived from functions developed by Field

et al (1978). They provided equations to determine volume

removed from typical thinnings in slash pine, basing the ra-

tio of volume removed on either the ratio of basal area re-

moved to a power or on the ratio of trees removed to a power:

v BP11
= EE (3)VB B _

vr Nr P2
— = — (4)Vb Nb

Where
E-

and P2 are power terms. Working beyond Field et al.

(1978), we can set equation 3 equal to equation 4 and solve

for a combined power term of P = Pl / P2 :

E , E P(5,NbBb
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or,

P = log ( Nr / Nb ) (6)
log ( Br / Bb )

Equation 5 can be solved for number of trees removed, given

the beginning number of trees, basal area removed and ori-

ginal basal area. The power term (P) is used to represent

the type of thinning. A power greater than one indicates a

high thinning. Power terms less than one are low thinnings

and a power term equal to one represents a mechanical

thinning.

A thinning criterion was developed using a combination

of tree competition and diameter of trees. First, in PTAEDA2

the competition indexes of the trees were converted to

standardized numbers with equation 7.

ci - E
sci = -——-—- (7)

Cs

The standardized form provides an equal weighting to compe-

tition during tree removal regardless of the absolute levels
A

of competition in the stand„ The standardized competition

index will provide for distribution of trees removed in a

thinning over diameter classes. The diameters were also

converted to standardized form with equation 8.
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Di - E 1SD. = ——-i- 81 D ( )
s

The quadratic mean diameter of the removals can be de-

termined (equation 13), and can also be converted to a

standardized number (equation 14). Because FORTE will need

a measure of diameter, and individual tree diameters are not

available, quadratic mean diameter is used because it can be

formed from the basal area and number of trees variables used

in FORTE.

For a single tree: Bi = 0.005454 D12 (9)

_ and, Di = 7 —----- (10)„/ 0.005454

_ 2: D.
Average stand diameter: E =

____i_ (11)
n

_ Bb / Nb
Quadratic mean diameter: D = -—--—-- (12)
of stand before removal q W. 0,005454

B / N
Quadratic mean diameter: B = //...£....E; (13)

of trees removed qr vz 0,005454

B — B
Standardized diameter: SD = ..9£....H. (14)

of trees removed I DS
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Standardized deviation:
of trees from the quad. DVi = , 5Dr — SDi (15)

mean diameter of removal

The standardized diameters are then converted ix; deviations

from the standardized mean diameter of the removals by taking

the absolute value of the difference of the two (equation

15).

The revised PTAEDA2 program requires entry of both the

desired power term for thinning and the desired basal area

removal. Choice of tree to be thinned is based on a. value,

X, which is the standardized competition index minus the

standardized deviation of the individual tree from the mean

diameter of removal (equation 16). Trees with the highest X

values are chosen for thinning. Using this type of removal

will center the removals on the mean diameter of trees to be

removed by penalizing trees as their diameters deviate from

the mean removal diameter while favoring those trees with

higher competition indexes.

X = SCi — Dvi I (16)

The program first removes the tree with the highest X

value above the mean diameter of trees to be removed. Trees

are chosen based on current value for the power term based

on the trees removed so far. If the current power term is

greater than the user—specified desired power term, the next
”
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tree will be chosen with a diameter less than the mean diam—
[

eter to decrease the power term. Since the first tree was

above the mean diameter of trees to be removed, the next tree

will be taken below the mean diameter. Removal of tzees

proceeds in this manner until the desired basal area has been

removed„ While trees are being removed, the current power

term should approach the desired power term. As can be seen

by the parameter estimates of the power term in Appendix B,

the actual power terms came close to approaching the desired

power terms with standared errors in the range of .001 to

.005. After a tree is removed, the competition indexes are

recalculated.

Four different types of thinning were modelled with

PTAEDA2. They will be known as strong low thinning (power =
.70), weak low thinning (power = .85), weak high thinning

(power = 1„20), and strong high thinning (power = 1.30).
l

Sampling the different types of thinning will provide insight

into what diameters in a thinning provide the highest NPV.

Figures 2 through 5 show typical thinnings of the 4 types for

20 year old stands (site index 60, 440 trees/acre planted).

The thinning routine removed some small trees 511 the

high. thinning due to the very high competition indexes as-

sociated with the small diameter trees. It is not unreason-

_ able to assume that some small trees would be lost in high

thinning, especially those closest to the large trees (those

trees with high competition indexes). A more complex
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Figure 2. Typical strong low thinning on a 20 year old
stand.
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stand.
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Figure 4. Typical weak high thirming on a 20 year old
Istand.
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thinning removal routine could be developed to suppress re-
« moval of small trees in a high thinning. By changing the

weighting of diameter deviations and competition index devi-

ations, this bi-modal trait of removal could be removed. The

weights used in this analysis were 1 for both, as seen by the

lack of coefficients in equation 16.

Some of the larger trees were left in high thinnings.

Since thinning was based on the power term, it was necessary

to leave E1 stand that could be thinned again at a later age

using the same power term. If the power term was about 1.5,

it may have removed only the largest trees. The residual

stand would not be able to produce a thinning with a power

term of 1.5. The strong high and strong low thinning both

left stands that were capable of supporting additional

thinning with the same power. The power relationship is also

used in the dynamic programming algorithm whole stand

equations. One of the requirements of the whole stand

equations is that the power term is a fixed parameter, pro-

viding consistency in removals of number of trees per acre

for a given basal area removal.

A second routine was added to PTAEDA2 to give stand

Volume in terms of cords, MBF sawtimber and MBF peeler logs.
I

Conversion of cubic feet to cords used the equations from I
Burkhart et al. (1972) (see Appendix A). Percent of wood l

falling into tüua different product classes was determined I
I
I
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using the diameter—product schedule from Broderick (1978)

(see Appendix A).

Since the PTAEDA2 model is stochastic, it was necessary

to create deterministic equations from it. These whole stand
equations give quick predictions of growth and yield while

providing the consistency necessary in a dynamic programming

optimization procedure.

A sampling scheme was developed to equally sample site

index 50, 60 and 70 (base age 25 years) stands. Thinnings

were simulated at ages 10, 16, 22, 28 and 34. Stands were

thinned twice such that thinnings at earlier ages were mostly

first thinnings and later aged thinnings were primarily sec-

ond thinnings. Three levels of thinning were applied; light

(10-15% basal area removal), medium (25-35% basal area re-

moval) and heavy (45-55% basal area removal).Initial planting ·

densities of 400, 700, and 1000 trees/acre were equally sam-

pled in each site index class. These densities were chosen
to represent the acceptable sampling range of the PTAEDA2

data. Growth of the stands was checked randomly at from 1

. to 5 years after the thinning.

For each thinning type, 180 thinnings were simulated.

All thinning types used the same exact sampling scheme, in-

cluding random number seeds.

Unthinned stands were sampled so that 147 unthinned

stands were generated. Site indexes 50, 60 and 70 were

equally tested. Blanting densities were equally tested be-
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tween 400 and 1000 trees, using 100 tree increments. These f
data provided 126 points for determining growth between ages,

and 147 points for determining volume of unthinned stands.

Combining a thinned dataset with the unthinned dataset pro-

vided 78 points to predict unthinned stand growth to age 10,

when the first thinning was allowed. After age 10, basal

area equations use past basal areas as independent variables

in predicting stand growth. No hardwood competition was as-

sumed in the stands other than ambient levels in data used

when fitting equations.

Variables stored during the PTAEDA2 program runs were:

age, thinning number, original planting density, basal areas

before removal, basal area after removal, basal area growth,

trees before removal, trees after removal, mortality, stand

volumes (cunits, cords, MBF sawtimber, and MBF peelers), and

average stand diameter. Equations in Table 2 were fitted to

these data using linear and non-linear regression. These

functions ·were «developed for, and. have been applied to,

loblolly pine stands. The survival of thinned stands

equation was originally used in slash pine by Clutter and

Jones (1980) but was applied to loblolly pine by Lemin and

Burkhart (1983). Parameters for the equations in Table 2

were determined from the PTAEDA2 generated data.
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Table 2. Whole stand equations used in the FORTE pro-
gram.

Survival of unthinned stands:

log(N2)=1og(NO)+(al+a2(log(NO))A2
100

Source: Coile and Schumacher (1964)

Basal area of stand before initial thinning:

2
Source: Coile and Schumacher (1964)

Basal area of unthinned stand after initial thinning:-” _IA I _ 11n(B2)—cl+c2SI 1_1 1cl+c2SI ln(Bl)IAZ Q IL L 1
Source: Cao et al. (1982)

Volume (cubic feet) of unthinned stands:
_ d H1n(Y)-dl+_2+d3 Ä- +d4A2ln(N2)+d5ln(B2)

A 22

Source: Amateis et al. (1986)

Basal area of thinned stands:
FA
I2L
n J J

Source: Cao et al. (1982)
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Table 2. Whole stand equations used in the FORTE pro-
gram. continued ·

Volume (cubic feet) of thinned stand:

A . 2;2
Source: Amateis et al. (1986) f

Trees remaining following thinning of given basal area:
{ = 1 POWER?

| B · ... L 21 .'
Derived from: Field et al. (1978)

Height of dominant codominant trees:
V- x

?l

_ «j LJ2 i LA 25;L°1n(H)—1n(SI)1 l S} L L 2 L,
1 A- -'· L ZF

Source: Amateis et al. (1986)

Survival of thinned stands:

@:1 1:3 1:3”}< 1/1:1)1«12=}Nl + 1:2(A2 —
AlK.

Source: Cao et al. (1982)

”
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Table 2. Whole stand equations used in the FORTE pro-
gram.

where: al,a2,...,kl,k2,k; = estimated parameters for
eguations.

Al = age of stand at beginning (before growth)

A2 = age of stand at end (after growth)

NO = number of trees/acre planted

Nl = number of trees/acre at beginning

N2 = number of trees/acre at end

N3 = number of trees/acre left after thinning

Bl B basal area (ftz) at beginning

B2 = basal area at end (after growth)

. B3 = basal area left after thinning

SI = site index (base age set by jl)

Y = volume of stands in cubic feet

H = height of dominant / codominant stand

POWER = term that specifies the type of thinning

* e, i and h excluded.
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THE FORTE PROGRAM

The general structure of the FORTE dynamic programing

algorithm is the same as that shown in Figure 1. However,

rather than having two state descriptors, FORTE has four:

age, basal area, number of trees and type of stand (thinned

or unthinned). The whole stand equations in Table 1 are used

to predict growth and yield.

The FORTE program was designed to be user friendly. The

users guide for the program can be found in Appendix D. The

program is basically divided into 2 parts: input/output and

the dynamic programming algorithm. The input/output segment

allows for menu driven entry of equation parameters, economic

variables, model constraints and printing of output.

Figure 6 shows a part of the FORTE algorithm. For sim-

plicity, assume the nodes shown are for· thinned. stands.

Unthinned stands are stored in the first node of a stage.

At the top of the node is listed a node identification num-

ber, and underneath are the basal area (square feet per acre)

and number of trees per acre. Across the top of the figure

are listed stand ages.

Represented at node 1 is a stand that is thinned, 18

years old, 108 basal area (sq. ft.), and has 439 trees/acre.

The node is identified in Figure 6 as 110 basal area (BA) and

440 trees/acre (t/a), but the true stand descriptors are

stored (as shown in Figure 6 by the numbers just before each
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Figure 6. A section of a typical FORTE network.
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node). Node 2 is similar in that a thinned 18 year old stand

with 104 BA and 437 t/a is stored in it. Because node iden-

tification is in steps of 5 BA and 5 t/a, node 1 stores stands

with basal areas between 102.5 and 107.5 and number of trees

between 437.5 and 442.5. This is the "neighborhood storage

location" described by Brodie and Kao (1979). The program

coubd be restructured to use different step intervals. As-

sociated with the nodes are accumulated net present values

(NPV) of previous thinnings, $93 for node 1 and $85 for node

2.

Moving to age 20, we see that the stand at node 1 has

grown to a stand with 112 BA and 431 t/a while node 2 grew

to 109 BA and 428 t/a. Both of these stands have the same

node identifiers: 110 BA and 430 t/a. The stand grown from

node 1 will occupy node 3 due to its higher value. The stand

represented by the path leading from node 2 to node 3 will

be dropped. The darkened arrows represent optimal paths en-
I

tering a node.

The path from node 2 to node 4 represents the growth of

the stand in node 2 to node 3, with a thinning at age 20 re-

ducing basal area to that indicated at node 4. The value of

$60 along the path represents the NPV of the thinning.

Thinning in FORTE uses basal area as the decision variable

in thinning intensity. The paths leading from node 2 to 3

and 4 show that thinning removed 24 BA (109 BA - 85 BA) and

130 trees/acre (428 t/a — 298 t/a). This thinning would
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'yield a power term of about .8, representing low thinning.

The value of the stand at node 4 would be $145 ($85 -+ $60).

Should no other paths lead to node 4, the 85 BA - 298 t/a

stand would be stored there. -

When all paths have been formed and nodes determined,

the algorithm will move on to the next stage, 22 years. Three

possible fates exist for paths. They can displace a lower

value path as the path 2-3 would have done if it had been

worth more than $93. They can be discarded if a node exists

with the same state descriptors and higher value, as happened

to the 2-3 path. Or, a new node can be formed if there are

no current nodes with the same state descriptors, as happened

to the 2-4 path. .

Stand values are also checked at each stage to find the

path with the highest value if clearcut at the age associated

with that stage. Only those stands not thinned in the stage

are checked. In Figure 6, node 3 wasn't thinned at 20 years

so its NPV would be determined by finding the present value

of a clearcut 20 year old thinned stand with 112 BA and 431

t/a. To that would be added the $93 of accumulated NPV before

age 20. After checking all nodes, the stand with the highest

NPV at age 20 would then be printed and the random access file

storing the paths read to give the complete history of the

optimal thinning regime for that rotation. Other rotations

must be tested to determine the rotation with maximum present
value.
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The FORTE algorithm uses forward recursion as seen by

the left to right movement in figure 6. Backward recursion

was initially used, but proved 1x> cause network storage

problems and was also slower due to the need to make complete

passes through the network each time rotation age was

changed. Forward recursion is especially efficient because

once optimal paths to a node are determined, they remain op-

timal for any rotation age.

To restrict problem size, the following variables can

be set: minimum basal area and number of trees left after

thinning, minimum thinning removal, time between thinnings,

thinning removal increments, and minimum thinning age. For

this analysis the model was constrained to leave a minimum

of 50 sq. ft./acre basal area and 100 trees/acre after

thinning. Thinning increment was varied, with time between
·

possible thinnings ranging from 1 to 13 years. Thinning was

not permitted in stands less than 10 years old. Thinning was

performed in increments of 10 sq. ft./acre basal area with a

minimum removal of 15% of volume or 300 cubic feet.

The planting density of 440 trees per acre was the

benchmark density. Past research has shown that wider spaced

plantations produce higher valued ·stands (Bennett 1963,

Wakely 1968, Broderick et al. 1982)
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PRICE—DIAMETER RELATIONSHIP
I

The quadratic mean diameter was used for determining

stand values. It is also the diameter displayed in the out-

put of the FORTE program. One of the requirements of dynamic

programming is that any required stand attribute must be ob-

tainable through manipulation of available stand variables

(state descriptors). In the case of FORTE these are basal

area, number of trees, age and type of stand. Quadratic mean

diameter meets the requirement.

The program uses a linear value function which bases

cubic foot value on quadratic mean diameter ( ISQ ) of the

stand„ This type of value relationship was used by Haight

et al. (1985b) in optimizing management of lodgepole pine.

They used a function which passed through $0/cunit (cunit=lOO

cubic feet) at average stand diameter of 6", and $40/cunit
-

at IS". This is equivalent to the function:

$/cunit = -26.667 + 4.444 ( Öq ) (17)

For this problem the base conditions of $11/cord for

pulpwood, $100/MBF sawtimber and $135/MBF peeler logs con-

verts to:

$/cunit = -18.929 + 5.454 ( Öq ) (18)
:
I
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This equation was determined by applying the product values

to the data generated by PTAEDA2 and then solving the

equation through simple linear regression.
l

The base value equation was adjusted to determine the

effects of changing slope and intercept terms. The base

equation intersects the Y-axis at -19.77711 and intersects

the X-axis at 3.4". By increasing the slope and pivoting on

the 3.4" diameter intersection, extra premium for larger di-

ameters is simulated. Likewise, decreasing the slope will

flatten the function and simulate less premium for larger

diameters.

Increasing the Y-axis intersection value simulates in-

creasing the number of trees considered merchantable by

shifting the X-axis intercept to the left. By setting the

Y-axis intercept to a positive number and the slope term to

O, a fixed value per cunit of wood is represented.

ECONOMIC DATA

Benchmark economic variables were obtained from a review

of literature. Virginia costs and revenues were used when-

ever available. The benchmark inputs are shown in Table 3.

Product values of $11/cord for pulpwood, $100/MBF

sawtimber and $135/MBF for peelers (veneer logs) were ob-

tained from the December 1985 edition of Timber Mart South

(1985) for Virginia. These values show the reduction in
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l
Table 3. Benchmark inputs.

Type Amount Comment

COSTS

Planting $.06/seedling Includes seedling and
labor costs.

Site $75/acre Cutover conditions.
preparation

Fixed thinning $20/acre Entry/administration

cost costs.

REVENUES

Stumpage prices

pulpwood $11/cord Converted to a linear
price·diameter

sawtimber $100/MBF relationship for
clearcuts.

peelers $137/MBF

thinnings 'Thinning value was 80%
of the clearcut
prices..

INTEREST RATE 6% , Real, (no inflation),
before tax.

SITE INDEX 60 Unless otherwise
(base age 25) specified.
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premiums for peelers when compared to the $75/MBF for

sawtimber and $150/MBF for peelers used by Broderick (1978)

in his analysis.

Site preparation and planting costs were set at

$75/acre. This amount is comparable to values reported by

Broderick et al. (1982), Straka and Hotvedt (1985) and Valsta

and Brodie (1985). Added to these costs were a $.06 cost per

seedling planted as used in Broderick et al. (1982). The

difference in planting costs could affect the NPV consider-

ably. For the spacings tested the total costs of site prep-

aration and planting were $101/acre for 440 trees/acre,

$116/acre for 680 trees/acre and $130/acre for 910

trees/acre.

Annual management costs were excluded from this analy-

sis. Since comparisons made are for an infinite series of

rotations, discounted annual management costs would be the

same for any rotation length. The discounted annual manage-

ment cost could be subtracted from the NPV's reported here

to arrive at a lower NPV, but wouldn't affect the optimal

management regime.

Taxes were not included in this analysis. As con-

structed, the FQRTE algorithm cannot store the basis needed

for capitalization of costs under the capital gains tax. The

residual basis after thinning would need to be included as

an additional state descriptor 1x: the dynamic programming

algorithm. This would expand the problem too much.
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It is possible to apply taxes to the optimal regimes

given by the program, however, application of taxes to these

regimes no longer guarantees that these stands will remain

optimal. The FORTE program can provide several stands that

are very close in value to the optimal management regimes.

Taxes such as property taxes, yield taxes and income taxes

can be applied to optimal and sub—optimal stands to check the

sensitivity of results to taxation.

Currently, uncertainty about future federal income tax

rates exists. One proposal would tax timber income at rates

up to to 27% for individuals and at 33% for corporations.

Taxes of this type could be approximated by simply reducing

the product values by the appropriate tax.

Thinning costs and revenues are very important to this

analysis. Ideally, an equation would predict the cost and

revenues of thinning based on available stand parameters such

as basal area removed, percent of stand removed, type of

thinning, average diameter of stand, and so cup Broderick

et al. (1982) assumed thinning product values to be 80% of

clearcut product values in loblolly pine. Valsta and Brodie

(1985) added a $20 fixed cost to thinning. Stone and Ek

(1985) used an elaborate set of functions that based costs

and revenues of thinning on volume removed and average diam-

eter removed.

Thinning product values in this analysis are 80% of
clearcut values. A fixed (entry) cost of $20 was also used.
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The fixed cost is especially important because this analysis

uses l year increments for stages and allows multiple
‘ thinnings in a rotation. Without the entry cost, no penalty

· would exist for lightly thinning in successive years instead

of medium thinning in one of the years.

A 6% alternative rate—of-return (real, before tax) was

used in this analysis. Other interest rates can easily be

used in the FORTE program.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

OPTIMA FOR BENCHMARK INPUTS

Given the Table 3 benchmark inputs, Table 4 shows the

management regimes yielding the maximum net present values ‘

generated by FORTE given no thinning, strong low thinning and

strong high thinning. When minimally constrained, FORTE al-

ways generated higher present values for strong thinning than

for weak thinning, given the benchmark inputs. Strong low

thinning yielded the maximum present value of $223/acre. In

the course of a rotation, low thinning removes more volume

from thinning than does high thinning, 18.6 cunits in a 34

year rotation for low versus 13.3 cunits in a 40 year rota-

tion for high.

At its optimal rotation age, low thinning has fewer

trees and larger diameters than does high thinning with a 6

year longer rotation length. These fewer trees have a higher

value per cunit. The low thinnings at 22 and 30 years remove

a considerable number of small trees to favor crop trees.

The two low thinnings remove a total of 228 trees per acre

while the high thinnings only remove 52 trees per acre. It

would seem for the benchmark assumptions that increases in

growth on larger trees from low thinning increase NPV' more

than does removing larger value trees in high thinning.
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Table 4. Optimal regimes using the benchmark inputs.

Strong Strong
Low High

Thinning type Unthinned Thinned Thinned

Planting density 440 trees/acre for all options

Number of thinnings. 0
O

2 2

Age of thinnings (years). — 22/30 28/35

Residual basal area after - 80/80 120/120
thinning (sq. ft./acre).

Percent of cubic foot - 33/28 17/15
volume removed.

Thinning yields (cunits). - 9.6/9.0 6.6/6.7

Rotation age (years). 31 34 40

Average diameter of 9.5 14.0 11.4
clearcut stand. .

Number of trees at 310 94 138
rotation age.

Basal area at rotation age. 153 101 138

Final yield (cunits/acre). 45.7 31.5 33.1

Value/cunit of clearcut. $33 $58 $43

Present value/acre. $176 $223 $198
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

weak versus strong thinning

The relationship between net present value (NPV) and
rotation age for the four types of thinnings tested is shown

in Figure 7. Note that for different rotation ages, the op-

timal frequency, intensity and timing of thinnings determined

by FORTE can change. Over the range of ages tested, the

strong low thinning has the highest present value. It be-

comes superior to not thinning when rotation ages are 19

years or greater. The difference in NPV between the strong

thinning and the other types of thinning is largest for ro-

tation ages from 25 to 30 years. The NPV maximizing rotation

age for the strong low thinning is 34 years.

The weak low thinning has the second highest NPV, fol-

lowad by the strong high thinning. By the rotation age of

44 years, strong high thinning surpasses weak low thinning.

That age is beyond the recommended rotation lengths of 36

years for weak low thinning and 40 years for strong high

thinning.

Weak high thinning gives higher net present values than

not thinning beyond 30 years but has the lowest value of the

thinning types tested. Apparently, if the removal of trees

is in the larger diameters it should be in the largest diam-
eters available. If high thinning was to be a recommended
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practice it would be because high value trees were removed
’

before rotation age. Weak high thinning doesn't adequately

capture this early income.

The strong low thinning and strong high thinning are the

best of the low and high thinning types and are used for the
i

rest of this analysis. They will be referred to from this

point on as simply low thinning and high thinning.

Low thinning tends to produce more thinnings in a rota-

tion than does high thinning. There are many 1, 2 and 3

thinning regimes that have net present values within $3 of

the $223 optimal regime for low thinning. Most of the high

thinning regimes that approach the optimal high thinning re-

gime are single or double thinnings.

Part of the reason for this difference in thinning fre-

quency may be attributed to the thinning cost assumptions.

Values of the low thinnings are not as great as those from

high thinning, so variable costs are less for low thinning

when stumpage is worth a percentage of clearcut stumpage.

Growth response of the residual stand to low thinning may

also be greater, requiring more frequent thinning to keep the

stand optimally stocked.

Site index

Lower site indexes provide the best opportunities for
high thinning. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show comparisons of high
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Z
and low thinning for site indexes 50, 60 and 70. The highest l

NPV for low thinning ($128) in SI 50 stands with a rotation

age of 36 years is approached by high thinning with a rota-

tion age of 42 years and an NPV of $126. The gap between high

and low thinning expands from $2 for SI 50 to $26 for SI 60

and $92 for SI 70. In site index 60 stands, high thinning

approaches low thinning in value at the longer rotation ages

tested (44 years). The gap between the value of the twoi
thinning types remains larger throughout the rotation ages

for site index 70 stands.

Site index affects optimal rotation. length. for· both

thinning types. Optimal rotation length is 36, 34 and 32 for

site index 50, 60 and 70 low thinned stands and 43, 40 and

37 for site index 50, 60 and 70 high thinned stands.

Number of thinnings providing the highest NPV is not

affected by site index. One or two thinnings are favored for

all site indexes. Effectiveness of thinning depends more on

stand stocking than on stand age. Thinning occurs sooner on

site index 70 than on site index 50 due to the earlier com-

petition for growing space on better sites.

Interest rate '

Increasing the interest rate decreases the net present

values and rotation ages of both high and low thinning as can 5
be seen by comparing Figures 9 and 11. At the 8% interest «
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rate, the high thinning present value is fairly insensitive
—to rotation age. It peaks at 32 years with a value of $53.50

and remains above $50 past rotation ages of 44 years. Low

thinning peaks at a higher NPV but declines more rapidly

thereafter.

The optimal thinning regimes change with 8% interest.

The higher interest rate shortened both rotation age and

thinning timings for both thinning types. The highest NPV

for low thinning is still with two thinnings. The optimal

regime at 8% interest removes 22 sq. ft. basal area at 15

years and 37 sq. ft. at 20 years with a final harvest at 30

years. The highest NPV for high thinning at 8% interest is

derived from thinning lightly when the _stand is about 22

years old and again when 25 years old with a final harvest

at 32 years.

In addition to the 6% and 8% interest rates, 4% and 10%

were tested. The 4% rate caused rotation length to go beyond

40 years (the limit of the data). With 10% interest, net

present values were negative using the other benchmark as-

sumptions.

Fixed thinning costs

Increasing the fixed cost of thinning reduces the high-

est NPV and the economic benefit of thinning. Compared to

Figure 9, figure 12 shows that thinning provides less advan-
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over not thinning, when the fixed cost per thinning per
acre increases from $20 to $50 per acre. The difference be-

tween high thinning and low thinning NPV also increases.

Single thinnings are optimal when using the $50 fixed

thinning cost. The low thinning optimal regime with the $20

fixed thinning cost was 2 medium thinnings at 22 and 30

years. With the higher fixed cost ($50), a heavy thinning
of over half the stand at 28 years is optimal. Likewise, the
two thinnings in high thinning are replaced with a single

moderate thinning with the increased fixed thinning costs.

Variable thinning costs

Thinning costs and revenues affect timing, intensity and

frequency/of tidnning greatly. Better equations for pre-
dicting thinning costs and revenues based on average diameter

of trees removed, basal area removed, number of trees removed

and other stand attributes are needed. The base assumptions
for this study were that fixed thinning cost was $20 per acre
and. thinned stumpage value was 80% of clearcut stumpage
value. This implies that low valued thinnings from below

would be cheaper to apply than would high thinnings removing

the same basal area but with higher stumpage values.

In practice, it may be cheaper to remove the fewer

larger trees in high thinning than the many small trees of
low thinning. To model this, thinned stumpage prices were
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set at 50% of clearcut prices for low thinning and 85% of

clearcut price for high thinning. Fixed thinning costs re-

mained at $20 per acre. Figure 13 shows that high thinning

net present value would exceed that of low thinning at opti-

mal rotation lengths by $3.

Low thinning rotation age didn't change with the new

thinning values, but a single thinning at 5-10 years before

clearcutting replaced the two thinnings found optimal under

the benchmark conditions. High thinning with the lower

thinning costs seemed to be approaching the xnaximunx net

present value by 44 years. Less confidence can be placed in

results beyond at 40, since the data used to form the

equations in FORTE only extend to 40 years. However, the

longer rotation age for high thinning would seem reasonable

in combination with 2 or 3 thinnings when thinning costs are

lowered.

Planting density

Changing the planting spacing doesn't affect the optimal

management regime significantly. Rotation ages remain simi-

lar for both thinning types. One or two thinnings are opti-

mal with the 440 trees/acre assumption. Comparing Figure 9

(440 trees/acre) with Figures 14 and 15 showing 680 and 910

trees/acre planted shows similar patterns for NPV comparisons

of the thinning types. However, the wider spacing provides
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the highest net present values as seen in Figure 16. Wider

spacings were not tested because of both lack of data in the

PTAEDA2 growth simulator for wider spacings, and because the

data used to form the whole stand growth equations only in-
cluded planting densities down to 400 trees/acre.

Variation of stumgage prices

To simulate a greater premium on larger trees, a linear

price-diameter function was fitted to $11/cord pulpwood,

$150/MBF sawtimber and $300/MBF peelers. The equation was

determined to be: $/cunit=—45.692+11.05(D ). The slope is

about twice that of the benchmark equation slope. Part of

the problem of the function form is that the X-axis intercept

(diameter) its 4.1" for the new equation and 3.5" for the

benchmark value equation ($11/cord pulpwood, $100/MBF

sawtimber and $137/MBF peeler values). Increasing board foot

values shouldn't increase the average stand diameter neces-

sary to produce a positive value from cutting. A third

equation assumes a constant $20 per cord for all trees.

Figure 17 shows how the three price—diameter equations value

the wood removed.

Using the higher premium price—diameter function, rota-

tion age for low thinning was shortened to 32 years and in-

creased to at least 44 years (last age of analysis) for high
thinning with the increased premiums. Thinning regime wasn't
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significantly affected. Figure 18 shows the base case pres-

ent values and the new premium present values.

The general relationship between NPV's for high and low

thinning remains the same. Present values are higher when

product: values are increased„ as expected. However, low

thinning shows roughly the same percentage NPV increase over

high thinning for both price assumptions

Setting the price—diameter function slope to zero re-

presents a fixed value per volume of wood. In Figure 19, the

value of wood is assumed to be $20/cord. Thinning didn't

become advantageous in the fixed value case until age 32,

well beyond the net present value peak. The highest present

value of ($106/acre) occurred with no thinning and a rotation

of 22 years. Low thinning had a slight advantage over high

thinning, but both weresuboptimal.Chapter

4. Results
·
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION

Using the EORTE program with the specified stand

equations created several problems in both the equations and

in the dynamic programming algorithm. Sometimes FQRTE

produced the highest present value by thinning the year be-

fore clearcutting. When this occured, only a minimal amount

of basal area was thinned, which suggests that the regime is

chosen to move the stand into the more profitable thinned

volume equation. This implies there may be a problem in us-

ing different volume equations for the thinned and unthinned

stands, or there may be a problem in not specifying a minimum

amount of time between thinning and clearcutting.

Situations also occured where low thinning was in adja-

cent years. This may be due to problems with time diameter-
‘

price function andj the determination of quadratic mean

diameter. By removing trees in the first thinning, the res-

idual stand has a larger diameter and subsequently a higher

value per cunit. In the second thinning, the value increase

of the stand must not only offset the costs of the thinning

but also the additional fixed cost incurred from not removing

all the wood in just a single thinning in one year. The

problem of back-to—back thinning could be alleviated by in- Ä
creasing fixed thinning costs or minimum thinning removals.
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Dynamic programming, as applied here, is subject to

suboptimal solutions. This became apparent in the many it-

erations of FORTE used in this analysis. When a stand is

chosen as the highest valued stand of a node description, no

allowance is given for future stand growth and value poten-

tial. If two stands are vying for the same node, one stand

is chosen. The discarded stand has a smaller accumulated

value that, if grown, may have more than offset the differ-

ence in accumulated value with a higher clearcut value. For

example, assume that a node was described as thinned, 120 sq.

ft./acre basal area (BA), 300 trees/acre (t/a) and 20 years

old. Two thinned stands at age 20 with attributes of 122 BA,

302 t/a and 118 BA, 298 t/a would compete for the node.

Suppose the 122 BA, 302 t/a stand has an accumulated net
_

present value of $32 and is stored in favor of the 118 BA,

298 t/a stand with a value of $31. Assume that by age 35 the
( 118 BA, 298 t/a stand would have produced a nmximum net

present value of $200 from clearcutting while the 122 BA, 298

t/a stand would have provided $195 from clearcutting. The

accumulated net present value of the 118 BA, 298 t/a stand

at clearcutting would be higher at $231 (531+5200) than the

$227 ($32+5195) of the 122 BA, 302 t/a stand. Choosing the

122 BA, 302 t/a stand at 20 years would produce 21 less than

optimal solution.
I

The "neighborhood storage" was needed to keep the stand

from sticking at one level of number of trees. If stands were
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grown based on the node description, not the actual stand

description, mortality could be inadequate to reduce the

number of trees descriptor. For example, if a stand had 118

trees/acre it would be stored at 120 trees/acre. If mortal-

ity was 2 trees in the next period, the stand would have 116

trees/acre and be stored in the 115 trees/acre node. If

"neighborhood storage" wasn't used, the 120 trees/acre stand

descriptor would be used and the stand in the following pe-

riod would be 118 trees/acre (120-2) and stored again in the

120 trees/acre node.

The "principle of optimality" may be violated as a re-

sult of this loss of a better stand through using "neighbor-

hood storage". However, "neighborhood storage" is needed to

eliminate rounding errors in stand state descriptors which

could result in "sticking" in a state descriptor. To provide

more information, the FORTE model was run using 1, 2, 3, 4,
‘ 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 year increments. Many times,

the 2, 3, 4, and 5 year increment runs provided higher net

present values at some rotation ages. Loss of these "better"

stands occured through "neighborhood storage" using the 1

year increment. This loss generally accounted for less than

$1 decrease in optimal net present value.

Using 1 year increments provides more opportunity for

thinning and gives more exact thinning timing information.

The disadvantage of using the narrow time increments is that

the number of stages is large, and at each stage the true
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maximum net present value stand among those tested may be

dominated by a stand with a higher accumulated NPV up to that

stage.

Choosing* correct. age-increments implies weighing the

level of detail needed versus the problems associated with

the finer detail: thinning too close to clearcut, thinning

in adjacent years and many stages requiring long execution

times.

The results of this study differ from earlier thinning

economic studies in loblolly pine. Hardie (1977) recommended

thinning au: 30 and 35 years, removing 1/3 of the stand (row

thinning) with 7% interest and increasing annual costs and

. land rent values. Optimal rotation age was 40 years. These

thinnings were later than the low thinned stands and more

intense than the high thinned stands of this study. Results

from Hardie are limited to five year increments and the

equations were derived from stands 35 years or ‘younger.

Planting density was not varied in Hardie's model, but would

have been about 1300 trees/acre based on his reported 686

trees/acre at age 20. Wood product values were less than

this studies and the sawtimber prices were substantially less

than peeler prices.

Broderick (1978), using the PTAEDA growth model (old-

field), recommended 10'x10' planting spacing with a thinning

of 20-30% of stand volume at age 20 and a final harvest at

30 years using 6% interest and after tax values. The old
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version of PTAEDA showed a tendency to generate declining

total stand volumes beyond age 30 which would tend to limit

longer rotation lengths. Again, 5 year increments were used.

Lower site preparation and planting costs were used.

Pulpwood price was the same, sawtimber price lower and peeler

price higher than this studies.

Thurmes (1980) alma used a modified version of PTAEDA

(PTAEDAJ) to determine optimal thinning regimes and rotation

ages with hardwood competition or fertilization. Heavier

hardwood competition favored 6'x10' spacing with a 40% vol-

ume thinning at 20 years and a final harvest at 30-35 years.

Lighter hardwood competition optimal regime was l0'x10'

spacing with a 30% thinning at 20 or 25 years and a final

harvest at 30-35 years. The optimal fertilization regime was

-l0'xl0' spacing, thinning at 15 years to remove 32-42% volume

and final harvesting at 25 or 30 years. Thurmes used higher

pulpwood prices, lower sawtimber and peeler prices, and lower

site preperation costs than this study. Age increment of 5

years, 6% interest and after tax values were used.

Broderick ed: al. (1982) used the same assumptions as

Thurmes (1980) except for excluding hardwood competition and
‘ fertilization. They· found, 10'x10' spacing, thinning 22%

volume at 20 years and a final harvest at 25 years to provide

the highest net present value. Their approach was again

constrained by 5 year increments and used the old PTAEDAJ
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growth simulator which has many of the same problems as the

original PTAEDA model. .

The difference between the results of this study and

past studies can be attributed to differences in the growth

and yield projections, costs and price assumptions, age in-

crements, number of stands tested and thinning removal type.

Because of the inability to validate the high thinning

results and the amount of assumptions made overall, results

of this study should be considered tentative until further

validated in field trials.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

FORTE, a stand level economic optimization dynamic pro-

gramming model, was developed and applied to compare thinning

from above and below in loblolly pine plantations. The pro-

gram uses whole stand growth and yield equations and user

specified constraints and economic assumptions to determine

optimum management regimes which will maximize rotation-start

net present value for selected thinning types.

Growth and yield equations were estimated from a revised

version of the individual tree growth simulator PTAEDA2. Two

types of low and two types of high thinning were simulated.

Decision variables for each thinning type were planting

spacing, number and timing of thinnings, basal area removed

at each harvest, and rotation age

For the benchmark inputs (Table 4), the optimum low

thinning had a maximum net present value (NPV) of $223, high

thinning had a maximum NPV of $198 and not thinning produced

an maximum NPV of $176. Low thinning left residual basal _

areas of 80 sq. ft. at ages 22 and 30. High thinning left

residual basal areas of 120 sq. ft. at ages 28 and 35. Ro-

tation ages were 31 years for no thinning, 34 years for low

thinning and 40 years for· high thinning; Low thinning

produced the largest diameter trees, fewest remaining trees

and highest valued trees at the final harvest age. Of the
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three planting spacings tested, optimal planting spacing for

all cases was 440 trees per acre.

Low thinning gave higher net present values for all

situations tested when the same assumptions were applied to

all thinning types. When assigned lower thinning costs,

present value of the optimal high thinning regime slightly

exceeded that of the optimal low thinning regime.

The optimal rotation ages for high thinning were longer

than for low thinning. Rotation age declines by 3 years for

each 10 unit decrease of site index. The advantage of low

thinning over high thinning net present value is greatest at

higher site indexes.

For the benchmark assumptions, the high thinning optimal

regime removes less volume and basal area than low thinning.

Both types of thinning had optimal regimes which included two

thinnings. High thinnings occured at later ages than low

thinnings.

Dynamic programming was za quick method for analyzing

changing economic assumptions. Because the FORTE program was

developed for the IBM personal computer, it can be used by

forest managers who don't have access to a mainframe com-

puter.

Problems sometimes occurred using the 4 state-descriptor

dynamic program. Among these were: optimal regimes that had

thinning shortly before clearcutting, thinning in adjacent
l

periods, and slightly higher net present value regimes when
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one increased the increments of age tested. These problems

did not occur always, but often enough to suggest that the

"principle of optimality" which is assumed in dynamic pro-

gramming may not hold for this problem. On the other hand,

numerous trials revealed that possible increases in present

value above the FORTE solution were insignificant (within a

couple of dollars).

Because dynamic programming is a network search tech-

nique which tests a discrete set of possibilities, true op-

timization is not guaranteed. However, one can generate many

alternate regimes which are not significantly different from

the highest net present value management regime. Dynamic

programming is a powerful tool which will see continuing use

in forestry applications.

The conclusions of this analysis can only be considered

preliminary until adequate field data is obtained to support

the results.
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° CHAPTER 7. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

There is a lack of field data available for comparing

thinning from above and below. Results of this study are

based cxi whole stand equations that are generated from a

probabilistic model which wasn't designed for high thinning.

Creating an adequate growth model for high thinning would

require much more data than is available. Since high

thinning is not commonly applied in loblolly pine, it is un-

likely that data will become available in the quantity nec-

essary to produce a good growth and yield prediction model.

Ideally, diameter distribution should be directly con-

sidered in comparisons of thinning type. Valsta and Brodie

(1985) used aa diameter distribution model in their loblolly

pine dynamic program. whether the model could be adapted to

simulate high thinning utilizing the Weibull distribution

needs to be researched.

This study also raised questions about the "principle

of optimality". Past forestry research has not directly ad-

dressed whether the principle actually holds for dynamic

programming applied to thinning. If violated, research needs

to address the implications.

The best type of growth and yield model for analyzing

different cultural treatments is the individual tree growth

simulator. PTAEDA2 ie: a such a umdel, but doesn't adapt
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easily to use in dynamic programming because of its

stochastic elements. If it could be converted to a

deterministic model, it would be the most flexible loblolly

pine growth and yield model available for dynamic programming

use.

The PTAEDA2 model might also be directly used in a dy-

namic program and run enough times to find which management

regimes were most often selected. Probabilistic dynamic

programming has not yet been used for economic optimization

of thinning.

The FORTE program could be revised in many ways. Rather

than only printing the highest NPV regime, a number of the

highest regimes could be printed. It would also be easy to

change the growth and yield functions in the program if bet-

ter ones were available. ,
Two more state descriptors could be used in FORTE. In-

cluding stand height as a state descriptor might eliminate

the need to utilize separate yield functions for high thinned

and unthinned stands. Number of years since last thinning

is a state descriptor that would allow the user to constrain

the program to eliminate some extraordinary thinning timings.

The program could be altered to only allow a single

thinning in the length of one rotation. This would allow

comparison between the optimal solution of the unconstrained

FORTE which. may recommend rmaltiple thinnings ‘with. single

thinning. Preliminary indications are that a correctly timed
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single thinning could replace two thinnings without an ap-
—

preciable difference in net present value

Dynamic programming holds great promise for analyzing

other cultural treatments besides thinning, such as ferti-

lizing, pruning, hardwood removal and site preparation tech-
niques. Damage appraisal is also a good application of

dynamic programming. Damage can be simulated by adjusting
the mortality or growth functions.

Development of an interactive program which would allow

forest managers tx> test his/her prescriptions against the

optimum given by the FORTE program could be written. Com-

bining high and low thinning into a single program run would

also be desirable. This was not done due to the complexity

of defining growth and yield relationships when both types
of thinning have occured in a stand. _
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Table 5. Product merchantability limits.

1
1. Pulpwood - Trees 5 inches d.b.h.(o.b.) and larger which

are not of sawtimber quality to a 4 inch top
(o.b.), and tops of sawtimber and peeler
trees to a 4 inch top (o.b.).
Measured in cords.

2.Sawtimber - Trees 8 inches d.b.h.(o.b.) and larger which
are not of peeler quality to a 6 inch tip
(i.b.)
Measure in thousand of board feet:
Internation 1/4 inch rule.

3. Peelers — Trees 11 inches d.b.h.(o.b.) and larger of
peeler quality to a 6 inch top (i.b.).
Measured in thousands of board feet:
International 1/4 inch rule.

14.
Pulpwood - A11 trees 5 inches d.b.h. (o.b.) and larger
only to a 4 inch top (o.b.).

Measured in cords.
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Table 6. Percentage of stems by diameter class falling
into each product category.

D.b.h. .............. Percentages ...............
(inches) pulpwood* sawtimber** peelers***5-7 100 -- -- -8 68 32 -—

9 47 53 --10 7 93 ——
11 2 49 49
12 -— 50 50
13 —- 42.5 57.5
14 -- 35 6515 -- 30 70
16 -- 25 75

>16 -- 25 75

* trees 5 inches D.b.h. (o.b.) and larger to a 4
inch (o.b.) top, and tops of sawtimber and peeler
trees to a 4 inch top (o.b.) - standard cords.

** trees 8 inches D.b.h. (o.b.) and larger to a
6 inch top (o.b.) - International 1/4 inch rule.

*** trees 11 inches D.b.h. (o.b.) and larger to a
6 inch top (o.b.) - International 1/4 inch rule.

Source: Broderick (1978)
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Table 7. Cubic—foot to standard cord conversion.

Diameter Conversion*
(inches) factor

5 84
6 85
7 87
8 90
9 91

10 92
11 93
12 94

. >12 95

* Standard cords (o.b.) to 4 inch top diameter (o.b).
Cords = cu. ft.(o.b.) / appropriate conversion factor.

Source: Burkhart et al. (1972)
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APPENDIX B. GROWTH AND YIELD PARAMETER VALUES FOR COMPONENT
EQUATIONS FITTED TO THE OUTPUT FROM RUNS OF PTAEDA2
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Survival of unthinned stands

A1og(N )=1og(N )+(a +a (log(N )) 22 0 1 2 0 ETR;

Equation form from: Coile and Schumacher (1964)
.E;a¤d_ Rarametex; .Es1;.i.ma+.;.e. _.S.•L.. .t;·y.a1ua_ ;2.
unthinned al 2.111513 .219525 9.619 .9963ag -1.120269 .077598 -14.437

Basal area of sfegge before initiel fhigging

lO9(B2)=bl(lOq(SI))+2+b3(log(N2))+b4
A‘ 2

Eguation form from: Coile and Schumacher (1964)

.§1;a¤d. Raramatar .Estimate. _Se_. ..L·;zal.ue_. .1:2..
unthinned bl 1.070547 .069975 15.274 .9234

b2 0 (not used) .·
bg .830926 .025829 32.274
b4 -2.406679 .138638 -17.485

Basal aree of unthinned eted efter igitfel rhfnning age
V

L2 L J _ .
Bquation form from: Cao et al. (1982)

..&1;a¤d.. Barameter Jistimate. ._&e...... ..t:1aJ.ue.. ..1:2.
unthinned Cl 5.578588 .094204 59.218 .9986cg .000656195 .00159235 .412
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Volume (cubic feet) of unthinned stands

l¤(Y)=d +d2+d E- +6 A 1n(N )+6 1¤<6 >1 5- 2 A2 4 2 2 6 22
Equation form from: Amateis et al. (1986)

J.Land...Ear.6me.terJ.stimare._.Se._..t;z.alu.¢=;_r2.
unthinned 61 3.073178 .034964 87.897 .9922~ dz -16.034681 .256349 -62.550Ö3 .280939 .006162 54.530Ö4 .003135831 .000104 30.211dg .937307 .007205 130.096

Height gf dgminag; [ codominagt treeg(10--·1“
l¤(H) = ln(SI) gl (A2

Source: Amateis and Burkhart (1985)

;ta11d.£ar.am9@r.Esti@
all jl 25 (used directly from

jg -.10283 Amateis and Burkhart 1985)
jg -2.1676
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Trees remaining following thinning of given basal area
-‘ V- PN3.-N21—B2B3 IB2

Eerived from equation forms by: Field et al. (1978)

.;an<1..EaLame1;.e:.Es;ima;e._ße._.t1zal11;._r2.
strong low POWER .704596 .001114 632.675 .9996

weak low POWER .849059 .005235 162.188 .9932

weak high IRIVER 1.156089 .003090 374.100 .9987

strong high POWER 1.298639 .003131 414.770 .9991

AA
1¤(e )=r +£ si- 1 f +£ SI-ln(B )2 1 2 2 1

2
Eguation form from: Cao et al. (1982)

...$@.¤d.Razame1;erjs¤.u1.a1;ea_S.e._.1:1za111e._r2.
strong fl 4.569874 .370690 33.340 .9980
low fg .016688 .002280 7.318

weak fl 4.839991 .110763 43.697 .9987
low fg .012342 .001843 6.698

weak fl 4.780369 .115397 41.425 .9986
high fg .013518 .001919 7.043

strong fl 4.800633 .198273 40.063 .9987
high fg .013276 .001994 6.658
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Volume (cubic feet) 0; thinned Stands

A 1n(N )+ 1¤(B )1 g4 2 2 gs 2
-

Eguation form from: Burkhart et al. (1972)

.it...a¤..Q.. Raramäer Jsfimatg _SL.. ..::1a.1.1.1L ..:2.
i

strong gl 3.530895 .054252 65.084 .9913
low gg -20.901036 .434947 -48.054

gg .344410 .009454 36.428
Q4 .003109782 .000226 13.787
gg .858602 .013029 65.899

weak gl 3.189246 .074172 42.998 .9930
low gg -18.173826 .513404 -35.399

gg .321147 .009378 34.244
Q4 .003384216 .000191 17.692
gg .907650 .015749 57.631

weak gl 3.045928 .052912 57.566 .9918
high gg -16.746035 .436346 -38.378‘ gg .304988 .008603 35.451

Q4 .003302152 .000196 16.853
gg .929702 .010586 87.820

strong gl 2.944411 _.058186 50.603 .9919 1
high gg -15.132416 .464963 -32.545

gg .277489 .009048 30.669
Q4 .003294184 .000209 15.740
gg · .948115 .011638 81.470
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Survival of ghigged stand;

Ökl k3 k3i( 1/kl)N2=”N1 “ k2(A2 ' Ai )T
L 9

Bquation form fro: Clutter and Jones (1980)

_ä2m“1... Raxamter jstimag _.&e....
strong kl -.916609 .208899
low kg* 3.1933E-7

kg 2.408472 .228293
weak kl -1.095724 .210387

low kg* 3.2139E—8
kg 2.881649 .235910

weak kl -1.037742 .208501
high kg* 3.2889E-8

kg 2.904052 .240071
strong kl -.828945 .201907
high ‘ kg*2.1054E-7kg

2.688604 .215044

* kg was estimated from a combination of kl, kg
and another variable.
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Table 8. Comparison of yields of FORTE and revised
PTAEDA with yields from Coile and Schumacher
(1964) on low thinned stands.

Thinning --Residual stand age 30--- Total
removal(cds) Basal Trees Average Volume prod-

Stand at age area per D.b.h. cds/ uction
predictor 17 22 sq.ft. acre inches* acre cds/ac

plant 440 trees/ac.** thinnings at 17 and 22
years removing basal areas of 32 and 26 sq.ft.

Coile/Schu. 4 6 83 89 13.1 21.2 31.2
FORTE 4.5 7.5 85 87 13.3 25.0 37.0
PTAEDA*** 4.4 7.2 101 109 12.9 31.8 43.4

plant 680 trees/ac.** thinnings at 17 and 22
years removing basal of areas 32 and 26 sq.ft.

Coile/Schu. 5 5 101 165 10.6 26.6 36.6
FORTE 5.3 6.1 107 144 11.7 32.3 43.7
PTAEDA*** 5.3 5.9 121 166 11.4 38.4 49.6

plant 910 trees/ac.** thinnings at 17 and 22
years removing basal areas of 32 and 26 sq.ft.

Coile/Schu. 6 4 126 241 9.8 30.6 40.6
FORTE 5.9 4.4 138 212 10.9 42.2 52.5
PTAEDA*** 6.1 4.4 130 215 10.3 40.6 51.1

Site index 60 loblolly pine.

* FORTE D.b.h. is quadratic mean diameter, others are
arithmetic mean diameters.

** Coile and Schumacher used 400, 600 and 800 trees/ac.
at age 5. Planting 440, 680 and 910 trees/acre
approximately produces that number of trees at age 5.
They used non—old field sites which would tend not to
produce as well as site prepared land.

*** PTAEDA data is from 5 runs averaged.
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FORTE Users Guide version 1.0

Developed by Greg J. Arthaud

Forest Economics and Management Section

School of Forestry and Wildlife Resources

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

_
all rights reserved
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FORTE is a personal computer program that uses dynamic

programming (a network analysis technique) to seek the maxi-
umum economic return frem zui acre of forest land. Economic
return is determined using infinite series net present value

(NPV) of forest investment, also known as soil expectation

value (SEV) or discounted cash flow. As will be seen in

Section 4 of the program main menu, there are many economic

assumptions underlying the choice of the highest valued (op-

timal) management regime. The economic assumptions are com-

bined with whole stand growth and yield functions in the

FORTE algorithm to obtain the optimal management regime (of

the discrete set of possibilities simulated).

Maximization of economic return from a forest stand is
a complex task. Linear programming cannot adequately deal

with stand level non-linear growth and yield relationships.

Analytical methods (calculus) for interpretting production

functions cannot adequately handle intermediate stand removal

and shifting production functions. Dynamic programming is

used because it can handle the complex relationships in-volved. _
FORTE uses forward recursion which builds the network

and solves it at the same time. It is especially efficient

because once optimal "paths" to a "node" are determined, they

remain optimal for any rotation age, so one program run will

solve for many rotation ages.
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Stands are merged when they share the same four state

variables: age, basal are, trees/acre and stand type (thinned

or unthinned). Age increments can be varied by the user down

to single year increments. Basal area is rounded to E5 sq.

ft./acre and number of trees is rounded to the nearest 5

trees/acre for node storage. Actual stand values are stored

at a node for use in valuation and projection.

A "memoryless" nature of stands is assumed iJ1 FORTE.

This condition lets the stands with equal attributes Ibe

merged by assuming that the method by which the stand reaches

that state is of little importance and that future growth of

stands with the same state would be similar. Applying a

single type of thinning to stands of equal planting density

strengthens the assumption.

Only one type of thinning per run is allowed in FORTE.

Thinning type is defined by a power term P (referred to as

L24 in the removal equation found in Appendix B). The value

of the power term is that which equates the ratio of basal

area removed with the ratio of trees removed. In row

thinning‘ P=l.OO, in a low thinning P<l.OO and in high

thinning P>l.OO. Growth reactions through applying several

types of thinning in a single rotation involves complex re-

lationships which only can be modelled through more complex

growth and yield simulation not possible with the current

form of FORTE.
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Sensitivity analysis is possible through changing

asssumptions such as planting density, interest rate and

product values. Varying the age increments will provide se-

veral alternate management regimes with only slight differ-

ences in NPV.

The program will run relatively quickly in its compiled

form. Arrays contain enough room to store 1400 nodes per

stage, enough room for all but the largest problems.
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' Operating instructions

Starting the program '

Boot up DOS in drive A. Input through the date and time

queries to the A> prompt. Replace the DOS disk with the FORTE

disk. Enter FORTE and hit RETURN. The main menu of the

program should now appear.

FORTE Figure 1. FORTE main menu listing

Main menu selections are:

1 -— READ function parameter file
2 -- CREATE new function parameter file .
3 —- EDIT function parameter file
4 —— READ economic and model variables file
5 -- CREATE new economic and model variables
6 —- EDIT economic and model variables
7 —— HELP
8 -- PRINT utilities
9 -— RUN model

10 -- END model

Note: Before running the model a parameter file must
be READ or CREATEd and the economic and model
parameters must also be formed.

Select a number and RETURN

All segments of the program are accessed through this

menu, and return to it. Descriptions of the routines can be

found in the following sections.
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T
Sections of the main menu

1 —- READ function parameter file

Parameters for growth and yield functions can be stored

in disk files. Once computed for an individual use,they will

form the basis for predictions of stand attributes and will

be used repeatedly. BAS.DAT and HI.DAT are sets of parame-

ters available on this disk. They were estimated using lin-

_ ear and non-linear regression techniques on data obtained

from repeated runs of the program PTAEDA2 (unpublished) a

cutover version of the old-field loblolly pine growth simu-

lator PTAEDA (Daniels and Burkhart 1972). They should pro-

vide adequate predictions for site indexes between 50 and 70

(base age 25) and planting densities between 400 and 1000

trees/acre. BAS.DAT is a low thinning data set and B1.DAT
_

is a high thinning data set. Care must be excercised in not

pushing these data sets beyond their acceptable range of

values. Also, because these equations are indirectly formed

from field data, the use of the predictions from them should

be used with great caution.

2 —- CREATE function parameter file ·

Once parameters have been estimated for the whole stand

equations used in EORTE (see Appendix B), this routine allows

for easy input of the parameter values. The parameters can

be used for current and, if saved to a disk file, future runs
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(as BAS.DAT and HI.DAT were). Opportunity is given for
Y

storage of the data in a user named file. Once the parameters

are entered, the program shifts to the EDIT routine (section

3).

3 —- EDIT function parameter file
‘ Individual parameter values can. be changed for the

function parameter file. The program will prompt for the

number of the parameter to be change. Enter the number (not

including letter assigned) of the parameter (1 to 27) and

then give the new value when prompted. It is possible to form

a whole file by editing, but it is quickest to read a disk

file or to utilize the prompt characteristics of the CREATE

function parameter file section (2).
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FORTE Figure 2. Example function parameters file screen

GROWTH AND YIELD EQUATION PARAMETERS
SEE USER GUIDE FOR HELP

A 1 = 4.396929 D 9 = 1.54058 G 19 = 1.917294
A 2 =-1.849307 D 10 =—4.591066 G 20 =-6.56134

D 11 = .316724 G 21 = .36871
B 3 = 1.19469 D 12 = 5.820874E-03 G 22 = 5.99632E-O3
B 4 =-7.221833 D 13 = .988886 G 23 = .918996
B 5 = .532329
B 6 =—l.127654 E 14 =—.65808 H 24 = .720278

E 15 = 7.5795E-06
C 7 = 5.166031 E 16 = 1.78019 J 25 =-.10283
C 8 = 5.83403E-03 J 26 =-2.1676

F 17 = 5.477131 J 27 = 25
F 18 = 2.34655E-03 V

CHANGE ON OR MORE VARIABLES (Y/N)?

4 —- READ economic and model variable file

Variables can be stored to file and recalled (READ) at

a later time. This is most useful when a set of economic and

model assumptions is used repeatedly in analysis. A sample

variable file is VAR.DAT. Table 1 gives definitions of the

variables that are needed to run FORTE. Ebr complete new

entry of the variables, section 5 (CREATE) prompts the user

for easy entry. Section 6 (EDIT) can then be used to edit

the variables should changes be required.
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5 -— CREATE economic and model variable file -

As can be seen in Figure 5, there are many economic and

model variable options. This section allows for initial in-

put of the variable. Once entered, the program shifts to the

EDIT (section 6) routine.

6 -- EDIT economic and model variables

This section allows for easily changing one or nmre

variables. The variables are stored for use in the run por-

tion of the program. This allows for quick changes of vari-

able values for sensitivity analysis.

FORTE Figure 3. Economic and model variables sceen

ECONOMIC AND MODEL VARIABLES

1 --- MINIMUM THINNING AGE = 10 10 -- MINIMUM BASAL AREA LEFT = 50
(10 SUGGESTED) AFTER THIN

2 --- MAXIMUM ROTATION AGE = 45 11 - INCREMENTS OF BASAL AREA = 10
3 - HOW MANY YEARS BETWEEN = 5 TO THIN AT

DECISION PERIODS 12 -- VALUE OF INTERCEPT TERM =—l8.929
4 - STOP PROGRAM AFTER NPV = 1 13 ·——-—- VALUE OF SLOPE TERM = 5.454

DECLINES (0=YES, 1=NO) 14 -————— THINNING VALUE AS % = 80
5- I OF TREES/ACRE PLANTED = 440 OF HARVEST VALUE
6 —-- SITE INDEX (25 YRS„) ¤ 60 15- COSTS OCCURING EVERY THIN = 20
7 - MINIMUM THIN REHOVAL % = 15 16 — SITE PREP/PLANTING COSTS = 101
8 -- MINIMUM CUNIT REMOVAL = 3 17 -———-— ALTERNATIVE RATE OF = 6

FOR FEASIBLE THIN RETURN (INTEREST RATE)
9- MINIMUM TREES/ACRE LEFT = 100

AFTER THIN
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FORTE Table 1. Economic and model variable definitions

1 -- Age of first thinning, also the first year that the
program will produce output.

2 -- Latest age that program will grow stands to, and
produce output for.

3 —- Number of years before next thinning is allowed
following a thinning. This is also the frequency at
which harvest present values are generated and output.

4 —— This is a flag to let the program know whether to keep
running and printing after NPV starts to decline.

5 -- Number of trees per acre planted initially.

6 —- Site index of stand (base age set by variable J27).

7 -— Minimum percent removal of stand volume needed from
a thinning.

8 -- Minimum volume (cunits) removed from a thinning.

9 -- Minimum trees/acre that must remain after thinning.

10 -- Minimum basal area (sq. ft./acre) that must remain
following thinning.

11 -— Increments of basal area used in thinning. If = 10:
a stand of 100 sq.ft/ac. will be thinned to 90,80,...

12 -— Intercept term in linear price—diameter function
Value/cunit = intercept + slope (mean stand diameter)

13 -- Value of the slope term in the linear price—diameter
function (rate of value increase).

14 —- Decreases thinning value to percent of harvest value.

15 -- Fixed (entry) costs per acre occuring every thinning.

16 -— Costs associated with site preperation and planting.
(per acre).

17 -- Alternative rate of return (interest rate). The
going rate for an investment with similar risk.
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7 —— HELP files

The Ihelp files are accessed through the HELP menu.

These files contain information similar to that in this Users

Guide.

FORTE Figure 4. HELP menu

HELP menu selections are:

1 -- General model description
2 -- Function parameter file
3 -- Economic and model variables
4 —- Return to main menu

8 -- PRINT utilities

The PRINT utilities section has several functions.

Sub—sections 1, 2 and 3 allow for user selection of program

output type. The output is always displayed to the screen

and can also be either printed or written to an output file

specified by the user.

Sub-section 4 lets the user input a title for the pro-

gram run. This can be useful for identifying different pro-

gram runs during analysis of output.
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Sub-section 5 displays a user specified file to screen.

It allows scrolling through the file or exiting from display.

Sub-section 6 allows printing of disk files. This is

best used by writing program output to a disk file and then

printing it later using this routine.

FORTE Figure 5. Print utilities menu

PRINT utilities menu selections are:

OUTPUT settings for program runs

1 -— DISPLAY (only) program output on the screen
2 —- PRINT program output to the printer
3 —- WRITE program output to a disk file

Other utilities .

4 —— INPUT title name for output
— 5 -- DISPLAY program output from a disk file

6 —— PRINT program output from a disk file
l 7 —- Return to main menu

9 -— RUN model

The run portion of the program will first display a

"status" screen showing information of interest before the

run begins. It checks several function parameters and model

variables to see if the program can run. If the function
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parameters or umdel variables have not been entered, the

program will not run correctly. Before running, opportunity

is allowed to return to the main menu to update the run

set-up. Be sure that the function parameter file and eco-

nomic and model variable file have been completely entered.

Figure 6 shows a sample screen.

During the run, output is generated for each stage of

the program, starting at the first thinning year and contin-

uing for each decision period until NPV declines or maximum

rotation age is reached. The output from the program con-

tains information on the stand at the time of harvest

(clearcut) as well as information on any thinnings that may

have occured.
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FORTE Figure 6. RUN status screen

Program run status for FORTE

File to be printed: NO (not required)

File to be written to disk file: test.dat

Status of function parameter file: has been entered

Status of economic/model variables: has been entered

Title of report files:
Test run of model using var.dat and bas.dat files 3/14/86

CONTINUE this run (C and return)
or RETURN to menu (R and return)

All values, unless otherwise specified, are in terms of

amount per acre. The values listed can be thought of as ex-

pected. values, since· they· are derived form deterministic
· equations. Of most importance in deciding the "best" man-

agement regime is infinite series present value. This value

is derived from applying the management regime an infinite

number of times to the land. Utilization of an infinite time

horizon allows comparison of values for different rotation

lengths. h
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FORTE Appendix A. Example output

page 1 Test run cf FCRTE 6/Z4/86.
l

Economlc and model variables used tor this program runi

Mlnlmum thlnnlng age= IC Maxlmum rotatlon age= 40
Trees/acre planted = 440 Slte Index (base age 25 yrs>= 60
Mlnlmum thlnnlng removal= 15 S of stand vclume or 3 cunits
Stand thlnned In Increments of 20 basal area down to 50 basal area
Stand value (3/cunlt)= -18.929 + 5.454 x (mean stand dlameterl
Thlnnlng value= 80 S of harvest value
Thlnnlng cost (fIxed1=3 20 Slte prep/plantlng costs=S 101
Alternative rate of return= 6

Age Type of Easal Trees Mean Value Cash Present
Yrs Actlvlty Stand Area /Acre Dia. Cunlts /Cunit Value Value

10 CLEARCUT 45 393 4.58 6.3 $6.05 $37.93 321.18

Minus plantlng / site preparatlon costs= -$101.CC

Slngle rotatlon net present value= -379.82
lnflnlte serles net present value= -3180.75

Age Type of Basal Trees Mean Value Cash Present
Yrs Actlvlty Stand Area /Acre Dla. Cunlts /CunIt Value Value

15 CLEARCUT 82 371 6.37 15.4 $15.82 $243.18 $101.47

Mlnus plantlng / slte preparatlon costs= ·$101.00

Single rotatlon net present value= $0.47
lntlnite serles net present value= 30.81

Age Type of Basal Trees Mean Value Cash Present
Yrs Actlvlty Stand Area /Acre Dla. Cunlts /Cunlt Value Value

20 CLEARCUT 111 351 7.62 25.0 322.65 3566.71 3176.70

Mlnus plantlng / site preparatlon c:st:= -3101.00

Single rotatlon net present value= 375.70
lnflnlte serles net present value= $110.00
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EORTE Appendix A (continued). Exampleoutputpage

2 Test run of FORTE 6/24/86.

Age Typs of Basal Trees Mean Value Cash Presert
Yrs Actlvlty Stand Area /Acre Dla. Cunlts /CunIt Value Value

25 CLEARCUT 97 168 10.29 25.6 $37.20 $953.01 $222.05

15 ORIGINAL 82 371 6.37 IÖ.4
THINNING REMOVAL 32 192 5.65 5.8 $9.49 $34.59 $14.43

RESIDUAL 50 179 7.15 9.6

Mlnus plantlng / slte preparatlon costs= -3101.00

Slngle rotatlon net present vaIue= 3135.49
lnfinlte serles net present vaIue= $176.64

Age Type of Basal Trees Mean . Value Cash Present
Yrs Actlvlty Stand Area /Acre Dla. Cunlts /Cunlt Value Value

30 CLEARCUT 87 97 12.86 25.5 $51.21 $1304.61 $227.15

25 ORIGINAL 97 168 10.29 25.6
THINNING REMCVAL 27 68 8.75 7.0 $23.05 $142.37 $33.17

RESIGUAL 70 100 11.35 18.6

15 ORIGINAL 82 371 6.37 15.4
THINNING REMOVAL 32 192 5.65 5.8 $9.49 $34.59 $14.43 '

RESIDUAL 50 179 7.15 9.6

Mlnus plantlng / slte preparatlon costs= -3101.00

Slngle rotatlon net present vaIue= $173.75
Inflnlte serles net present value= $210.38
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FORTE Appendix A (continued). Example output

page 3 Test run of FORTE 6/24/86.

Age Type of Basal Trees Mean Value Cash Present
Yrs Actlvlty Stand Area /Acre Dla. Cunlts /CunIt Value Value

35 CLEARCUT ' 102 93 14.17 32.4 $58.36 $1892.40 $246.21
25 ORIGINAL 97 168 10.29 25.6

THINNING REMOVAL 27 68 8.75 7.0 $23.05 $142.37 $33.17
RESIDUAL 70 100 11.35 18.6

15 ORIGINAL 82 371 6.37 15.4
THINNING REMOVAL 32 192 5.65 5.8 $9.49 $34.59 $14.43

RESIDUAL 50 179 7.15 9.6

Mlnus plantlng / slte preparatlon ccsts= -5101.00

Slngle rotatlon net present vaIue= $192.82
lnflnlte serles net present value= $221.66

Age Type of Basal Trees Mean Value Cash Present
Yrs Actlvlty Stand Area /Acre Dia. Cunlts /Cunlt Value Value

40 CLEARCUT 115 89 15.36 39.4 $64.87 $2552.98 $248.21

25 ORIGINAL 97 168 10.29 25.6
THINNING REMOVAL 27 68 8.75 7.0 $23.05 $142.37 $33.17 ”

RESIDUAL 70 100 11.35 18.6

I5 ORIGINAL 82 371 6.37 15.4
THINNING REMOVAL 32 192 5.65 5.8 $9.49 $34.59 $14.43

RESIDUAL 50 179 7.15 9.6

Mlnus plantlng / slte preparatlon ccsts= -5101.00

Slngle rotatlon net present vzlue= $194.81
Inflnlte serles net present value= $215.79
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FORTE Appendix B. Growth and yield equations with parameter
values fitted to output from runs of PTAEDA2.

l¤q(N2)=log(NO)+(al+a2(1og(N0))A2
100

Equation form from: Coile and Schumacher (1964)

..§Q¤d. .är.ams—:1;er ..EsLi.mate. .Se. .t:za1us=. .::2.
unthinned al 2.111513 .219525 9.619 .9963

a2 -1.120269 .077598 -14.437
( In FORTE A1=al and A2=a2 )

1og(B2)=bl(1og(SI))+Bg+b3(l¤q(N2))+b4A2
Equation form fro: Coile and Schumacher (1964)

..S@.¤d. Rarameter .£a1;.i.mat.e. .5e. .1;;1a.Lue. .1:2.
unthinned bl 1.070547 .069975 15.274 .9234

bz 0 (not used)
bg .830926 .025829 32.274
b4 -2.406679 .138638 -17.485

( In FORTE B3=bl, B4=b2, B5=bg and B6=b4 )
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FORTE Appendix B (continued). I
I
I

1n(B )=c +c SI-TAII C +c SI—ln(B )2 1 2 I Ä-} 1 2 1I 2- L
Elquation form from: Cao et al. (1982)

..512.ud. Barametsr .Es:i¤;IaI;.e. ..1%:...11 .1L;sLa.111e.. _1:2.1
unthinned Cl 5.578588 .094204 59.218 .9986

C2 .000656195 .00159235 .412
( In FORTE C7=cl and CB=C2 )

d H .
I

ln(Y)=d + 2+d —- +d A 1n(N )+d ln(B)1 Ä- 3 A2 4 2 2 5 2 I2
Equation form from: Amateis et a1. (1986)

1..SI;a.¤d.1 Rarametsx 1£s:imat.e1 ...Se... .I.:.:yaiLI.1e. .12..
unthinned dl 3 . 073178 . 034964 87 . 897 . 9922

dz -16 .034681 .256349 -62 .550 Idg .280939 .005152 54.530 I
d4 .003135831 .000104 30.211 I
dg .937307 .007205 130.096 I

( In FOKUE D9=dl, D10=d2, D11=d3, D12=d4, D13=d5 ) I

I
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FORTE Appendix B (continued).

- 1- - 1-J3 A 25 (. J2 Q 2
ln(H) = ln(SI) J3lJ JAlf(2

Source: Amateis and Burkhart (1985)

.-Stand. Raramerer -Es1;im1;e.-
all jl 25 (used directly from

jz -.10283 Amateis and Burkhart 1985)
jg -2.1676

J ( In FORTE J25=jl' J26=j2 and J27=j3 )

QC °.l 9,.2 .2 2 Qi
_ ”J _ PwN3-N2 (1 - {B2 B3( (

s B *L 21 1
Derived frcm equation forms by: Field et al. (1978)

..S:a¤sL. Raremeter .-Es1;imate- ...S;.. ..‘;:y:al.ue; ..::2.
BAS.DAT P .704596 .001114 632.675 .9996
HI.¤AT P 1.298639 .003131 414.770 .9991

( In FORTE H24=P )
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FORTE Appendix B (continued). .

A

ln(B )=f +f SI-VA1 f +‘ SI-ln(B )2 1 2 li- 1 *2 1
L 2

Equation form from: Cao et al. (1982)

_&tand. Raramafsx ..Es1;ima1::.. ..Se.... ..t-.;sraJ.ue. .12..
BAS.DAT fl 4.569874 .370690 33.340 .9980

fg .016688 .002280 _ 7.318

HI.AT fl 4.800633 .198273 40.063 .9987
fg .013276 .001994 6.658

( In FORTE Fl7=fl and Fl8=f2 )

k k k ( l/kl)l _ 1 3 _ 3N2°äN1 + k2(A2
A1Equationform from: Clutter and Jones (1980)

.S;am1. Barammxx .Es1;imat.e. ....Ss..
BAS.DAT kl -.916609 .208899

k2* 3.1933E»7
kg 2.408472 .228293

HI.DAT kl -.828945 .201907
k2* 2.l054Ek7
kg 2.688604 .215044

* k2 was estimated fro a cobination of kl, kg
and another variable.

( In FOPCPE El4=kl, E15=k2 and El6=kg )
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FORTE Appendix B (continued).

Volume (eggic feet) ef thinneg egenee

l¤(Y)=9l+§2+g3(ä§)+g4A2ln(N2)+q51n(B2)
2

Eguation form from: Burkhart et al. (1972)

_§Land..Earame1;sr.Es1;imate.._Ss_..t:;La1¤2.._r2.
BAS.DAT gl 3.530895 .054252 65.084 .9913

gz -20.901036 .434947 -48.054
gg .344410 .009454 36.428
Q4 .003109782 .000226 13.787
95 .858602 .013029 65.899

HI.DHT ‘ .gl
2.944411 .058186 50.603 .9919

gz -15.132416 .464963 -32.545
gg .277489 .009048 30.669
Q4 .003294184 .000209 15.740
95 .948115 .011638 81.470

(In FORTE G19=gl, G20=gz, G21=gg, G22=g4 and G23=g5)
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FORTE Appendix C. Variables used in the FORTE program

#1% ·- 5 ie- ;„*ora=;.e of ti.-ar ·:,·:·„ .··.;e
Bi · ·ile ;to·a„„ -· tefore ‘¤.‘ ind;
CT · file gtor--·;;»= ..1+ .a·?·i·r {V1'. i·‘11?·- A
S4 — file storage 0+ basai a~e> after t*.n
Fß - File storage of tree; acve be+cre tüin
FS ~ file storage of treesßasre älléf triu .
Gi — +ile storage 0+ xal e 0+ Jotimal ttirwine reuime t; ·—Je
IFAETEIZE¥Jl - number 0+ nodes in xear namter J
lF&STSIZE(J) ~ number 0+ nodes in year ‘;m:~' J

IEFIFSTJJ; — l;retin· o• V;r;t nnte in e r Ä
IP&3T(Vl ~ past node irdex
IGPDw<r? — before thin node -ndex
ITHlN<k> ~ a+ter thin node index

3UFV(r> - be+ore thin trees/ecre
SURVB(V) — a+ter thin trees/acre
Dä(L> - basal area after thin
ÜPTvAL<H) · value 0+ 0ot.mal thine *0 node
VPAST(F) — storage 0+ ITHIN used for nert uears IVAET
9UFVPAST(V) — storage 0+ SUFVE +0r use in nert «ear
BAPA§T'V‘ — storage 0+ EA +or use vr next vear
*ß§TVAL(VF — storage 0+ G¤TV¤u +or wse in next vee-
XX — in¤erse log 0+ 10
REG — trees/acre planted
SI — site index (base age 25 vearsl
SI — site index öbaee age 25 vearsl
MINCUNIT — minimum cunit volume remcvel +0j l.om;:Ii tnzn
MINSURU — minimum survivxng trees +0llc»;n; a tnin
WIHFQ — minimum reeidoal oase?
areaTHINPEPC— oercent valie 0+ thin as rerxent “· ‘e'·e t n
THINFIXED — cost o::ur:ng every ‘nin
V9 - vear
?HDE¥1 — rast node ;nde·
INDEX2 — be+ore thin index
INDEXZ ~ a+ter thin index
SURVEXACT — single orecision storage 0+ t ees acre before ‘n;n
SURVEXACT2 — trees/acre +ollowing a thin
BAEXACT — single orecision storage 0+ basel area oe- ~:re „‘·e~ vr ·
HARVAL — NPV 0+ harvest
MAXUAL - stores higheet NPV +or reoime
MAXFAST — gast node index

‘or
highest Wßy node

MQXGRÜW — zurrent node indew for highest NF! n;de
WAXCUNIT — volume ¥;unitsk for nighest WF? n;:e
MAXVALUE - value (i/cd> +0r highest NFV rzde
MAXBA — oasal area for highest NPV node
MAXSURV trees/acre For highest NPV node
MAXSURV — trees/acre +0r highest NPU node .
CUNIT — total cun1ts»acre
VGLUE — value 0+ wood fi/cd)
EAI — basal area ’rounded to 5) be+ore thinning etourrertBGE

- basal area 'rounded to 5) a+ter tr;·n:n3
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FORTE Appendix C (continued).

SURV1 — surviving :re«s·acrv rrunded tc
“·

taeore *¤
SURVI · survining tneee/acre *rotnJ~d to Tl a"er trgu
SURVT —·iamo aa SURET
SURV4 — same as SUFVZ
CUNITRENOVE ~ cunits removed in a tnin
VALTHIN - .alue '5 cd? of tnin as cont-ibutxen ta MPV
{LOCATION — storage location for output
START — first node location for year
ENDD — last node location for vear
MAXNPV — nlgnesc NPV value
ÜPTPATH — past node for highest MPV node
HLOCATION - storage location for innut
OPTVALUE M value of ootimal tnins for node
IFASTE — same as IPAST
IGRONE M same as IGRON
ITHINE · same as ITHIN

ARR - Alternative rate of return
LOWESTAGE — lowest age at which tninwine :~ allnweo
RDTATIÜN — maximum rotation age allowed
INTNIDTH — years between thins
NRVDECLINE — when=1 then continue to ROTä*€ON. « rü +4lI VE jrzn.
VINREMOVE - minimum percent of volume removed
BAINCREM — basal area thinning increment ‘
INTERCEPT - interzept term for a linear value eotation $=¢·„ a·rfi~l
SLÜRE · siooe term for linear value eduation
INTERVALS ~ number of stages in dmnamir orograr
DIA — diameter of stand at narvest ade
7lA‘ — diameter of stand before thin
EIAC · dzameter of stand after thin .
IIARENOVE M diamcter of eemovals from th;nr.·g
HAXINDEX — node location of highest NFV node
MAXDIA — mean diameter of highest NPV node
VALTHIN2 — ADJUSTED VALUE OF THIN <ADJU€TED TOP E VALUEDF‘
VALTHINZ — total value of thin above tlfüi coets
HEIGHT — Height of dominant/codominant trees

NPVINF — NPV for infinite series of rotatzoos
NPUINFLAST ~ NPV finfinite series} for rotation age mznus one
VALTHIN1 — value (S/cunitl of thin at time c• thin

Z¤VAR) — growth and vield function parameters
XLOCzVAR) · X amis location of Z'VAR‘
YLOC<VAR) — Y axis location of Z<JAR)
ZZ VAR) — economic and model rariablee
XXLÜCIVAR) - X awis location of ZZIVAFF
YYLOC<VAR> — Y a~is location ov ZZ !AR·
NUNB M menu selection variable
A5 — yes/no variable
EILE$ — temporarv file storage
VAR — variable/parameter counter
STOREFILES - temporarv function oarameter file <‘;r>qe navo
WRITOUT - output flag
CUTFZLES — temoorary output ¢;1e storage name
TITLE5 ~ title cf orogram r~n
FFlNT:ILE$ · temoorary ;r1nting ·;l¤ str anc ame
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FORTE Appendix D. Files used in FORTE

BAS.DAT —--—- Contains growth and yield parameters for
loblolly pine plantations. Derived from
multiple runs of a revised version (PTAEDA2) ·
of the individual tree growth simulator PTAEDA
(Daniels and Burkhart 1972). Low thinning.

HI.DAT ———-——‘Same as BAS.DAT but high thinning.

STOREFILES -- User defined file of BAS.DAT type.

OUTFILES ——-- User defined file storing program output
sequentially on a line-by—line basis.

F5.DAT -—-·-— Input/Output random access file used by program
to store optimal paths, stand attributes, and
values. Field has length of 22 bytes:

3-2 byte var's: ”Past node
Current node before thinning
Current node after thinning

' 4-4 byte var's: Basal area before thinning
Trees/acre before thinning
Trees/acre after thinning
Accumulated NPV of thinnings
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APPENDIX E. FLOWCHART OF THE FORTE PROGRAM
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